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PREFACE

r

In NoveMber 1973, the Nationaf.Aercinautics and Space, Administration.,

(NASA) asked the National Academy ofEngineeting* to conduct a summer study
'of future applications of space syst6ds, With particular emphasis on'practical

. approaches, taking into consideration socioeconomic beriefiv. NASA asked
thaOthe study also consider how these applications would infludrice or be
influencedby the Spact Shuttle System, the principal space transportation
system of the-1980's. In December 1973, the Academy agreed to perform.the
study and assigned the task to the Space Applications Boarj (SAB).

' Inrthe'sUmmeti of 1967 and 1968, the National.Achde* of Sciences' had .

convened a group of eminent scientists and engiaeers.to determine what research
and development was necessary to permit the ekploitation Of useful applications
of earth-oriented satellites. The SAB concluded that since the NAS study,

, operational weather and communi,cations sateIlites and the'successful first,

e :Tear of use of the experimental Earth Resources Technology Satellite-had dem*-
strated conclusively a technological capability that could form 'afoundation
for expanding theuseful applications of space-derived informatfini and services,

m! and that it was now necessary to obtain, from abroad cross-section of potential
users, new ideas apd needs that might guide the developmeraof future space
systems for practical applications.

After discussions with NASA and other interested federal agencies, it
was agreed that i major aim of tha"sumter stddy" should be to involve, and
to attempt to understand-the needs of, resource managert and other decision-
makers who had as yet only considerea-SpaCe systems as experimental rather
than as useful elements of major day-to-"day operational information and service'

.-systems. Under the general directionof the SAB, then, a representative group
of users and potential users conducted an intensive two-week study to define ..

user needs that Might be met by inTormation or services derived from earth-
orbiting satellit0. This work was done in July 1974 at Snowmass, Colorado.

For the study, nine user-oriented panels were formed, comprised of present
or potential public and private users, including businessmen, state and local
government officials, resourceManagets, and other decision-makers. K number

*Effective July.1, 1974, the National Academy of \Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering reorganized.tke National Research Council into eight .

assemblies and commissions. All Natiorial Academy of Engineering program units,
including the SAB, became the Assembly of Engineering:

"'"'
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. of scientists and techtologistl also particip4ted, functioning essentially
as expert consultants. The assignment, made to the panels included reviewing
progress in space applications 'since the NAS study of 1968* and defining user

needs potentially capable of being met by space-system applications% User '

specialists, drawn from federal, state, and local' governtents.and from business
and itdustry, were impaneled .in the' following fields:

-

Panel 1: leather and Climate
'Pane 2: 2: Uses of Communications
.Pdher 3: Land Use Planning
Panel 4: "Agricultire, Forest, and Range
Panel 5.: Inland Water Resources
Panel b: Extractable Resources ,

Panel- 7: Environtental Quality
Panel. 8: Marine and Maritime .Uses

Panel 9: Materials Processing in Space
als

'In addition, testudy the socioeconomic benefits,the influence of tech-
nology, and the interface with qace transportation systems, the following

.- panels'(termed interactive panels) were convened:

' .Panel 10: Institutional Arrangements .

' Panel 11: Costs'and Benefits. .

Panel 12: Space Trinsportation .

,

Panel 13: Information Services and Information Processing
Panel 14: Technology

. 1,

, As a basis for their deliberations, the latter groups used.needS,expressed
.

by the user panels. A substantial amodnt of interaction with the user panels
was designedinto the study plan and was found to be both desirable and neces- .

sary. )
.

. The major part of ;he study was accomplish
k
ed by the panels. The function

1 of the SAB was to review the wOTk of'the panels, to evalUate their findings,
and to,derive from their work an integrated set of major ,conclusions and Acorn-

, mendations. The Board's' findings, which include certain significant'recomMen-
dations from the panel reports, as well as more general ones arrived at by
,,.consideringpthe work of the study as a whole, are contained in a report-pre-

pared by the Board.** .

' It should be emphasized, that the study was pot designed to make detailed

assessments of all of the factors which should:be considered in establishing
priorities. In some cases, for example, options other than space systems for
accompliihing the same objectives may need to be assessed; requirements for

*NationalResearch Council. VWitl Applications of Earth-Oriented Satellites,
,port of the Centr&l. Review Committee. National Academy of Sciences,
:Washington, D.C., 1969.-

**Space Applications Board, National Research Council. Practical Applications
of Space Systems. National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.., 1975.

iv
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institutional or 'organizational suppart'may need to be appr aised; multiple . 1

uses of systems may need'to be evaluated to adhieyt the most efficient and
A . ecoriOhae returns. rn":ome'casev, analyses of costs and benefits will be

l needed. In this connection, specific cost-benefit studies were not conducted
as 4, part of the two-weekstUdy. Recommendations for certain such analyses.,

' however, appear in this repor,t and in7the Board's reporttotether with recom-
thendatiops designed

,
to provide. an improved basis upon which tomake cost- benefit

.
z.

assessments. v.
.

In sum, the study i/is'designed toprovide an opportunity' for knowledgeable
and experiehced.uselt, expert in their yields, to express their heeds for,.
information et servicewhich might Lor might not) be Met by space systems,.
and to rOate.the'piegent and potehtial capabilities of space systems to their
needs. The study did not attempt to examine in detail the scientific, techni-
cal, or economic basei for the needs expreiSed.by the users.

The SAB was impressed bytJqe qualitxtof the paneli' work and has asked
that their reports be made available as supporting documents for the Board's
report. While theBoard is in dneral accoralwith the panel reports, it does.
not necessarily endorse them,in<every detail. .

The conclusions and recomilindations7of,thi's panel report should.be con-
.

sidered within the context of the report prepared by, the Space Applications
Board. The views preAnted 411 the panel report represent the general congensus
of the panel. Some individual members of the panel may not agree with every ,

conclusion or recommendation contained in the report. '-

,
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INTRODUCTION-
sr

The plan for the 1974 Stammer Study on-Space Applications specificalry
directed the participants to seek practical approaches to the future development
of*:aklicatfons of space systems. 'To asfisit-with this task, the 'Space Applica-
tions Board selected as.memkvsfog:theiPanel. on Costs and Benefits individuals
with backgrounds-it business,_financial, or profes;ional economics. As a testat',..
of the Panel's Work and with the other panels, several sugges-
tions have.emerged which the'Panel believes can contribute to the development of

.

imprOved cost and analyses of space appliCations.
First is the deyelopment of an outline of the key elements tha*that a financial:

qpyofessiona; would consider in evaluing the spaceappiiCationiyprogram. These
suggestions glow from extensive expefience of Panel, members in the evaluation of
large investment,positions'incemparable high-risk technblogical projects. This

1 pragmatic orientafibn has been combined with the analytical perspective of the
economists 'on the Panel toldemonsXraie effective meanS,.of quantifying anticip,ated,
but inmankcases as, yet,ill defined, benefits accruing from the application of
space - derives information.

b .\, , .

-Na-att,empt,has been made bx...ple Panel to evaluate the potential lbenefit og'
"spin-of£' technology that can be expected to restiliffom the -space applications

)
program. 'This technology can.be.an important incremental benefit but-was nqa,___

. .

considered to 6ein.the mainstream ofithe.investmentidecision-makingcpxocesi'for
oBerational spice systems. _ , .

. . .
. .

On the cost sidelof the equation, the Panel has outlined an approach which
hopefully provides'new perofctives in. the development of a cost minimization . .

philosopUY,for-the implementation phase of the prOgram. ,
Pricing of both the space transportation service,arld thejiput information

}.(at various possible access points In Ithe data stream) is at tically-importSht .

issue of g successful space application sffort, The Panel has- developed a posi--J
tion which should be helpful in the.resolution'of this basic policy issue. The

.
.. Panel believes that tote organizational arrailgements associated with the,manage-

..-

ment tf the space applications program:will have strong bearing on the aevelop-
ment of reliable'cpsi and benefit analysis. Strong and4effeptive leadershipin

'the early development phase of the program is essential to gain user cooperation
in the structuring of a coordihated program. In the implementation phase,.

,' effective cost control is also closely tad to effdttive general management of.
thb-applicatIongprogram.

.

-, Th'e space applications program; if fully-implemented in itspresently
., envisiohed form, 41 require a gdVernmental investmeht of roughly $11.3 billion, . 4

.
., . . 0- 47
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including $2.6 billion in launch costs. this investment represents a heavy com-

Qitment by any standard and clearly supports the.need_for appropriate cost and°

'benefit analysis at variotis.phases of the proposed application investments.

{t is'important to.recoghize that the total investment in-the space pro-

gram though 1991 could likely exceed GO,billion. Embodied in thrs total

xpendrtal.e are broad programs deSigned to meetgbembbjectives of the Depattment-

of Defense (DOD) and the scientific community. e' Panel urges that every

fort be made to utilize, where pbssible, the capability-built.for defense

?and screntific purposes to reduce the total-investment required to implement the

space_ applications proirams.considered ithe present study.

A final eleient in the objectives of this Panel is to identify high poten-

tiae i applications for ulure.cdst and benefit analysis. The ,Panel has chosen

four major problem area's which have beten cited as improvable throdgh the appli-

&tion of space - derived infordation, namely} food supply ancidistilibution;

energy sources; mineril reserves; and communication and navigation. As examples

of tht application.of coat and benefit analysis techniques, specific illustra-

'tiohs travelten deieloped in egricultUre and maritiAk traffi.c.

s

41r*.
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THE INVESTMENT DECISION
a

PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF SPACE APPLICATIONS

The Costs and Benefits Panel hag reviewed the Repott of the Central Reve$i
Commitstee.as well as the Panel reports which summarized the 1967-68 summer
study.*,- We are in general agreement with the conclusions and recommendations
ofthe Eedomit Analysis Panel.** This group devoted particular attention to
9osting problems in cornction with the Userc.oriented panels. It suggested

.
sdletusefpl general guidelines for future benefit analysis.

. The Panel his had neither the time nor the opportUnity to review system-
atically previous cost-benefit (and comparable economic) studies of potential
space applicatitns. We have examined samples of such studies which are either
complete or in draft form. A few members of the,Panel are very familiar with
the work done thus far and have participated in some of these studies.

It is our impression that the approaches thus far taken, to evaluate the net
benefits of space applications to the user activities represented by the user
opented panels at the 1974 summer study have been straightforward and conven-
tional, relying heavily on the standard conceptsand,tools of economic analysis.
We note that this, type of. analysis is not a science but remains an art form.
There have been a number of differences in the detailed structure of the.mDdbq.s
used: As one would expect,.tbe less speculative and more straightforwaid7studies
deal witlithose applications in which information produced from satellite seising
is tigsery comparable to information previously available fro* non-space sources.
In such cases, one focusds directly on poten;dal'cost saving* possible from the
greater efficiency of space information gatiiiring snd need pot be concerned with
the usually more difficult issue of beneferestimation. (When one simply com-.
pares costs of producing the/same information from alternative source, he
implicitly, assumes that the existing information system has a positive net
benefit. In some instances, since,so much information is provided at no cost to
users by government, it may be desirable to check this assumption.)

,....
.

*National Research Council. Useful Applications of Earth- Oriented Satellites.
.1..Natiobaf Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.,1969.

v .

**The Economic Analysis Pandl of the 1957-68 study did ndt provide a,discrete .

report; rather its findings were included in the Report of the Central lievieu,
garittee and in .the Sunlaries pf pima Reports -i pp. 57-59.

.. ,
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As far as the-Panel is aware, there has been to date ho attempt at th#
kind of comprehensive analysis required before a decision is taken to develop

an operational space information gatheling system of the type contemplated by

. some in the earth resources area.

. Legitimate differences of view can and do clearly exist in evaluating a
given cost-benefit (or other form of economic)-enalysis. In some instances an'

.

appropriate methodology may have been.e oyed, although it is.our general
. .

impression that his has not been apart. lar issue in'the case of existing

space Applicati n studies.
A much mo e.criticar aspect, of such analyses has to do With assumptions

.

made in the s udy. The assumptions rare crucial; since in looking ahead at the

potential be efits of producing a new kind of information in new.form, the
analyst must extrapolate.from past and present experience. One is faced with -

the nged to consider hoW wry complex systems (e.g., agricultureYwill absarb
new infoiiiiition and modify behavior so as to pT uce efficiency gains. The

success with which existing studies have lade su extrapolations and incorpo-

rated institutional factors is subject to.honest di agreement. Inevitably, a

great deal of judgment isinvolved in forward-lookin studies i such fields. c

'The histo'ry'of human ability to predict the economic non=ecionomic impact of i.

significant innoVations suggests that caution is necess in undertaking -- S

as well as in evaluating -- such efforts. For this Teas° we note with .

' .
approNal in some existing (or in-processl studies the use o alternative assumpl\
tions and of.sensitivity analysis (in which the sensitivity Of the results to '

the values assumed-fbr the variables is examined). \

We are aware of one particular source of difficulty in the Space applica-

tions field: economists have not agreed upon a general method to asure the

value of information. Economists have only recently begun to develo models
which explicitly treat information as an input to productive activity-4n a
meaningful and systematic way. This work is beginning to develop impo nt

insights and potentially can make a contrib to evaluating space applications

1141#where the major "product" is information. o# x r, as yet, these models have

no been in form which permits.direct and straightforward empirical.
application.. Since it has long been 'regarded. as proper for governme4t1 to use .

publicly Controlled, resources to produce and disseminate.information 'at nominal ..

or zero prices, the full costs of information production and utilization are .
.

not reflected in market prices. Thus; a readilf' available market-value measure

of benefits expressed in dollar terms is not now available.
Existingstudies demonstrate the probleM of having to infer. what people

would pay for information, since an adequate and complete set of data froT
which to extrapolate is lacking. This deficiency should not be interpreted to

imply anything regarding the Panel views on appropriate pricing policy for

publicly produced information. No criticism is suglested concerning piesent
policy which provides much information at no, or nominal, price to private (AO

,.._

other public) users.' The point here is to emphasize the difficulty faced by
benefit estimators in the absgnce of an existing market syspem for many of the

.

. -

types of infortiation involved in potential space applications.
Concerning the-Econgnic.Analysis Panel rec endations of the 1967-68

Summer study, two spedifid comments are in order: First, certain members of. the

present Panel dissent from the suggestion' made by he 1968 group regarding the

ti
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use of differential discounting rates.* The'intent of the 1968 panel was to
reflect different degrees of uncertainty regarding coat, and benefit estimates,
both with respect to each Other, and at different poillis in time. Separate
estimates of the. reliability attached to estimates 6f each variable are a better
way to 'handle differential uncertainty (e.g:, by expressing confidence intervals
around each expected value): (Present value estimates have a different purpese
and require a single rate too perhit comparability across studies. Members of
the px0ent Panel who question our predecessors on this point recognize that it
is a controversial point among economists and that there is no "conventional
wisdom" on which to rely.)

Second, the present Panel recognizes tfie -asons that the Ecohomic Analysis
Panel of the 1967-68 summer study felt it premat e at that time to estimate
costs internal to user agencies and private users. The Panel believes, however,
that it 1§ imperative that total systeasosts be e imated at each stage in a
program's evolution, including explicitly the three c ses of costs. excludeil in -1
the 1968 study,. (The classes excluded in 1968 were use costs for training and
changing procedu es; User costs for data analysis and in r reiation; and end
user costs such s cost to-a farmer for changing farming m t ods'eor machinery)

REQUIAEMENT$ FOR FUTURE DECISIONS

The Panel believes its contribution to future cost and'kenegit studies-
lies in suggesting analytical approaches which more ekiectively. cope with the
high level of uncertainty associatedttoth many of the proposed' applications;

an
.4

In this context, the Panel has.attemp to identify key elements arid m'etho&lo--
gies" in private sector analysis of high-risk technollogical ventures with the.

, hope that they will suggest now approaches to improved cost-benefit anaryses'of
spate systems for practical use.

EValuation etIarge Investments in New TAnology

The principal elements (key issues) to be considered in evaluating-large
investments irilanew technology are discussed in the paragraphs that follow,

Specific definition of the technology advance: At the outset
it is,important to establish the known and the anticipated
capability"of information gathering in spate. The 4egree to '

-vhich this Capability advances the current state-of,the-art is
a particularly important factor. An explicit statement of the
capability can proyide the basis.for identifying new applice-
tions.and evaluating the utility of those already established.

Very often-a technologist will miss ipplicationS of high
potentiaIlwhicfi are recognized when &prospective user deirelops
an understanding of the capability. .

:

. . '

$f

*Seg Sutozies of Panel Reports, p. 682

.s
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Market potential: It is vital that the total potential market
(end-user customer base) be built up from the application of the

,technology to specific end-use problems. Is,the application

directed at mayor problems and needs? This information can only

be obtained after extensive interaction between the expected user,
and the provider of the product or service.

Market structure: Equally ingoortant is a clear understanding of

how decisions are currently made in the potential market being

considered: How many different groups have'to be informed or

educated:in order to gain acceptance of new technology?

4

,Pricing: The best test ofthe utility of a new produdt or
service is determination of",the price tH4 the customer would be
willing to pay to obtain it. Pricing estimates should not be

made in a vacuum, but rather in arefullY designed 'communication

with the expected user.
/

MaikAing overview: AlI oethe prior dtscussion of market

potential is focused on assessing theyeal-market which might,
be avairableto new technology. Market assessment is clearly a.

cri1tical element in the'process o establishing benefits for a

space application program. rommercialtmarketing research is by

no means an exact science, butithas,been developed to`a highly

useful art. Business spends large sums in attempting_ to maintain.

a-clear focus on user needs 'tb sharpen the focus.of new technology

introductions. These -.data and methodology are equally important

to gevernment.planners. . -, '

Investmeht: In,evaluating new technology -- especially one Oat)

is ,capital intensive--7 it is important to try to estabfish'the .

total investment required toc 811110 eercializtthe technology. In.

addition to becoming the denominatoir in thezeturn on investment`

calculatiop, total'investment figure Taffes'another question.

In,the private sector, one asks "Is the total program financeable?"
The same question applies in the government except that effort

;nisi be made to sure continuity of funding, with the .assumption

that the inves nt bbjectives will be-met. It is very important

to recognize t at private companies will require assurance of

continuity of data or services from space systems before they will

be wilIing"t make.majortonnitments to their utilization.
Anothei con ideration of investment is how it will be staged. How

muchis r red'attheoutset? These factors are related to the

.determina on of the risk associated with the investment. The
size of:t e investment shoUkd be the major determinant of the level

-of analy isrequired to support the investment decision for each
of th6 ree major stages in'the evolution of space systems as

identif ed by'the Panel on Institutional Arrangements,* that is,

*Panel:On Institutional Arrangements. Pliactical App7.Lcatione of Space Systems,: .

Supporting Paper 10: Report of the Panel on NstitWonal Arrangements. Report

to the Space Applications Board, National Research, Council. National Academy if

Sciences, Washington, D.C., July, 1975. ,

I
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the research and development, the transitional, apd the operational
stages. This issue and its applicability to the space applications
program are discussed in-more detail subsequently.

Operating costs and profit: The previous marketing analysis
permits quantification of the anticipated revenue stream from
forecasts of demand and price. The profit in the prillate sector
or the pet economic benefit in the public sector is obviously
the'residual after subtracting the operating cost for the period'
being considered. The entire issue of cost estimating and control
is vital to successful realization of anticipated benefit and will

. be discussed separately.

Return on investment: The methodology of calculating ateturn.
on investment (ROI) has teen well documented in the literature.

..Because of, the long time span Ofthe space-applications program
it'is essential that probabilisiic estimates of, future revenue
and expenditures be.employed.end 'that they be discounted back to
the'present. This concept is'widely employed in government and '
the Panel feels comfortable with the 10-percent discount rate

o currently being employed by NASA. It is important to recognize
'that the utility of ROI analysis is nod that'it yields an accurate
answer, but'rather that the ROI model permits the decision-maker
to evaluate the effects of variations in the key elements of the
'analyils and to build confidence that, the program has a reasonable _

probability of competing favorably with other potential uses for
the same funds.

jlw

Break-even analysis: Independent of the ROL calmilation, it is
important to-make an analysis of alternative cost and revenue =

levels and of the effect of delays in the'schedule for the intro6

auction of the product on the break-even point.for the project.t
Figure I.,presents annualized cost and benefit (revende) estimates .

so-illustrate the life cycle trend' of the ley elements. Break-
even analysis is h useful tool for the decision-maker to evaluate
the dynamies of the key ingredients in the investment decision..

POrtfolio analysis: Since the space applications program in
the research and development (R&D) phase is built up from a
series of experimental applications utilizing rat in nany
cases will be common equipment-and investment, it might be use-
ful to construct the ROI evaluation for the R&D phase on a
total space applications portfolio. Because of the inherent .

:uncertainty in the individual applications programs, the error '

in the total analyiis can bo)t reduced by calculating an aggregate
return on the total portfolio. In a simplified fashion, the
format of such an analysis is as illuhrated in Figure II, with
ROI being calculated by-taking benefits less operating costs
'divided by investment,

_ 19,t
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In additi to an'improved ROIcalculation, this approach .

graphicallydemonstrates the economics obtained by getting Maxi-

(
mum joint use of the investments which are common to-several
applications programs. This approach alSohas.the benefit of
keeping management focus on the total prograand provides an
incentive to follow the axiom ofuthe business community to "turn
tiff losers and double up on winners."

. Elements in a PhasearInvest4ent Analysis ,

The various informational elements described above come into play at three
'investment decision points that occur at the beginningof the phases in the
evolution of a sOhce system, that is,

, .

. I.,

The research and developMent phase
.r, ....

The transitional phase V:.

. 'The operational phase.
.

. - , ,

..

At each of these points information will be gathered and analyzed in order to
determine whether a projec should continue into its next phase and, if so, the
amount ofadditioial investment required (see figure III.) .0f course, h cost7
benefit analysis must be viewed as a process rather than the producer of.a
single point estiba.te.for a "go/no-go" decision. As will be describea subsequent-
ly, the method of analysis embodied in each cost-benefit evaluation varies acrosi.

.

the three phases in tfie development of a spacesystei. It is very important that
before embarking on any investment-decision process all parties (e..g.., NASA,
OfficeofAramagement and Budget and user agencies) to ,the decision -1744st agree on ''

the criteria to be used. If thisagreementas not reached at an early stage it
mustbe expected that proposed. projects will be.subject to misdirected studies
and delays which add extra costs andmay lose benefits to potential end useA.
Furthermore, Ile objectives and alternative solutions of any project to be evalti-

-ated must be clearly defined.

Research and Development Phase: Prior to the'RO phase,,# subjective
investment ,decision must be made which will be based on a relatively smallamount .

of 'information, Every effort should be made to establish a broad view of the
economic aspects ofAhe.potentia market to be served. In addition, an attempt
shot4d be made to gain a clear understanding of that specific market, for ex le,aigk

the potential users, utility of the product, current and potential competition, ,
and other qualitative factors.

. , .

The.requirement at this e*ly stage is primarily to establish the logic of
5 the proposed application's and the specific customer base to k served. Quantifi- '

cation is diffittlt anP0ms credible numbers are.very diffidUlt toittrrive at
for many appliCations. Nevertheless, thez% are analytical tools available to
establish a broad range tf values for the anticipated benefit. These tools
should be employed. It is important that such information be developed and

7
. ^
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utilized at this .point to serve A a baseline fol. fixture evaluation df the proj, , ..

ect and to help evaluate it,in terms of others which are compet,ing Withit fdr.
MD funds. In the-cage of promising ideas where little or no inforrAtion Can
be developed t this stage, IT is recommended that NASA bave.a sma pool of
discretionary funds to finance a few4projects each year. Commerc 1 R&D labs
have.suchla pool of'"blue sky" fUnds. ' -

_ .
i.

.

0 * 4-
Transitional Phase: The investment decision point -which tak s place after d

the R&D phase and before the implementation of the transitional 'Ilse requires
a more complete analysis of information. At this point, a more. ormarand-

.

detailed re-evaluation must be' made of the economics of the proj ct and its
specific market to include an updating pf the initial surveys m de in these are
We af,the market, competitive technology, user needs and pref rences4and suc 6

must all be, redetermined. At thrg-juncturzeas much meaningful information as
poisible should be obtained from users because the planning an execution of t
transitional.phase'will ba best achieved when there is` a larg amount of this
kind of fiTput. c, . . t . , ,

. f.
Concurrently, a study should be made of the potentialustis ,-- operation

and managementorga4imations -- in'Ader to.iniure that th*p proposed applica 1 ns
, ,are compatible with anticipated needs and thus provide anopportunity,for ma mum .

learning by.tisers during the phase. If a substantial amount o ,

alearning takes place in this phase, ser informational inptiit will be' more accu-
rate and serve as a firmer basis r evaluation'of the project at its next
decision point. * ...

.

/

,

- ,.
' .. Atthis point, an attempt should also be made to ascertain the ilouni of ; .
potential investment which'mifht be iequired thrOttgbout the remairang portion of,!
the project development and, an-addition, an egtimate made of the aggzegate . ,

benefit which would accrue *the 6-Ors. Expected value.techniques may be . ' _.-

utilized to better determine/the appropriate cost and benefit numbers. From
. .

....these numbers a break-even inalysis can, be fOrmulated.
,..

Operational Phase: At the third investment decision point prim; to the
operational phase of a project -1.- the largest and most detailed am unt of infor-
mation must' be studied and evaluated. As is shown. in Figure 41_, itis.,at this.
point that a decision must.be made with regard to the expenditure of,the greatet"N\

. ,

amounts,of investment funds. The previous economic and,matiket studies must be
refined,and updated so as tp..4nclude both information.generated from the previousy.. /
phasesapd new input from external sources. ir An overview approach shdUld be

' , taken by the, group Controlling the project and its various user,applicationsiinit
order to determine possible multi-user 'Cost savingsthibugh the use of joint,
programs: A complete clOstibenefit study should be made whichi,Viill include 4.

detailed return on investment and break-even calculations as described earlier.
In addition to evaluation at each of the investment-decision points

described previously, projects should be evaluated on a continuing basis using
information developed in the project itself al well as that obtained frpm users
and generated at fheeYeginning of eachphas0 This continuous monitoring of
information is especially important_, as a project progresses from the-transitiulgir.,,

to the operational phase. The constant flow of information and itsinterpreta-
tion will enable all of those involved to adjust thei.methods of evaluation
hand hopefully will result in an accurate and timelndetermination of the Value

-'
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of a-project)at a point prier fo the expnaitue of the largest-amount of funds.
The flow eoLinfortatiofi will also,help to assure user participation in a project

,,.., ,. on
.

a, continuing basis. ,,
4 'eaSis

. .

'
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' posT AND PRICING ELEMENTS
.

aF
.

. ... .
.

.'' '' , After itudying the cost methodologyused in thee 1968 summer study, the
4 ' ;Panel agreed that Suggestions Of the 1968 study were applicable in a broad

, ,'-' sense, with a %few modifying considdratiogibased on the current situation: .The
1 maj'Or time -cycle categories for cost segglation were described then lk:

(1) applied research anObtechnolOgy., engineering and testing, (2) initial' proto-
. type development (equivalent foinduStrial "pilot plant"); and (3) full opera-
, . tional status"' These correspond almost exactly to'thqLpbases deSignatdd in the , ..10:. L.

, ., '1974 study as research and'development, transitional, and operational.
The costs for each category should-be considered separately'with full and

-,f
detailed cost justification required at the beginning of each.phaie. 111,-
functional categories are best divided into space systems and data processing,
distriblItion,_ and user 'conversion. Typical costs under these headings are as
follows.

.

-
.. 7. , . . .

.Space system costs:
.

-
. I

Spaceborne hardware (sensors, data transmitters, attitude
controls, power systeps, etc.)

Launch costs to orbit (launch vehicle costs, launch facility

Ground support systems (monitor functions, command and con-
trol of satellite, etc.)

Management and administration of space systems

e
Dataprocessing, distributions apd user conversion-costs:

- 'Costs of ground stations to 'accept spacecraft information.
(imOgery and the like) in raw form

Costs Of equipment to.process and organize the co Elected data
into a format suitable to the needs of Users* -)/

*It should be noted that dependinkon the capabilities of the user and the data
processing facilities he has available, thq user may wish access to thedata at
any one of several. stages it procesSihg of the data; this is sometimes referred

Ato as "multi-tiered.accest." -

24
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Software costs fo development of 'algorithms needed to process
raw data (spectral anklysis, change- detection,' characteristic

signature extraction., image scaling, etc.),

. .

.Eosts of converting the user's-existing data handling prOcesiS
to use new information-

s -

Management and administration of the grotind system
.

These Cateiorkes for brakdown of total systems cost should be used for space
applications'analysis ed'pToiec ts. .

Cost estimating is*a feily well developed discipline. Whefi a new pioject
c.

is not too medically different from previous projects, rather accurate estimates
are possible. In general, the best estimates are those based on past history
with,learning curves applied where appiopriate. note-oPMkarnkfig, however, is
appropriate today. Both the DepartmentAf-Defense and NASA have felt the
pressure of budget Constraints ifi the last several years and have passed these
pressures on to the-industrial contractors who serve them; ouch commercial
equipment'design concepts as "design -to -cast" and "cost,- targeting" are starting
to be extensively used in space.and military hard Ware. Poten 'al tedUCtions in
cost of 30-percent or greater are not unUeual with this "new"' ethodology. Some
inte'ligent accounting of the effect of these concepts has to effactbred into
the cost analyses whiCh.aie used to assist decision- making. effects of this
approach can be seen, for exaM57e, 4.n the difference between the currently
projected costs of the space fluttle and the originally projected designs and
cots. Since the ratio of costs to benefits can be improved markedly by lower-

.)iifig costs, the next section covers a few of the Panel's thoughts oncost
tdpimiZ'ation.

.., 4

Cost Minimization. ,

1

Minimizing the costs 'ot space system hat setiiiie;ust -be a key

any
.Objective for all the i cups. inifolvid in these rograms. In any.comp4cated

system, the decisions wh ch have' the-most impact on total cost are,ete earliest
decisions. As the system e,iolution!progresSes, the options for change to lower-
ocost alternatives are decreased as the costs involved to make the change often
cangtel out the savings. System analysis, preliminary,design,Wid cost trade- .

off anal >'ses should, therefore, be done in'detail and then reiterated seVeril
times during theSystem'conCeptual stage. Competing studies with cost as a
yardstick can be very useful at t4is stage. Maximum use needs ,to be made of' .

already existing designs. One of the moPt,common mistakes inteveloping a new
systet is to make the wh lething new even though only a portion really needs to
be new. Both program ri k

i
and cost are a direct function of how many new "fields"

one 'Cries to ."plow" simujtaneously. Considerable management discipline is
required to control this design procegS,'.but ihe savings are well worth the , .
effort. it is questionable in the minds of the members Of this Panel whether
NASA has practiced this diicipline'is much asit could have, p ticularly with
regard to the use of hardware'developeA by.the DOD. The syndr me referred to
as "Nin".(not invented here) exists in both organizations. Theshut,ple deiign
philosophy removes one of the main excuses that has been used'for unneedeA 00

'
go

,
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design in the past- namely,. "i.:t won't fit' in the The Pane-1

.

:believes that NASA management should direct t-ParticuP4 iitentionAdsoptimizipg

.this advantage, and ferceits technical grou0.to abaridon "change for change's
sake." *

, ., ', \ ./
).

. -
.:......

. .

.

,

.

rOf course, modular design approaches, usilLg a4 much standardization as:*
feasible, shoifld be utilized. *NASA has focused on thiS approach in most 01 its -.

scientific and applications's4tellites injtIlePast few years with good_res4lts.
Various br4ches ofDOD'also have aggressive programs, for "build* btacef:
standardization; and,NASA.engineers ghOuJd keep abreast of what is availibIe
from DOD 'andshould Maximize their use of DOD-developedvhaidwate systems.

.

la:addition to this emphasis on common use of hiFdware, standardization 14-
between aser requirements should be'pushed. Such standardization azt only . :

would bting.edonomies of multipurpose payld'Ad de$ignsIbpt also,woulasignificant-
- lylower software and data handlingcosts.

,,

,_ ... ,,

.
, 't %

Several new factors in payload cost have been inttoduced with' the advent. of .

;.the shuttle program. The lessening of constraints on volume, weight, and por .

consumption and the option of having a Person help carry-out the-experiments'k
should make possible laTge,fedustions in` xperimental payload costs. These
savings have the advantage of lightening the init4a1' (front-end),..costs onospec

lative;experimental prOgramsand deferring the costs pf a final operationarsyste
designountil basic concepts are proven,--There is not only a diredf cost giving ,

herb, but perhaps a more subtle point is that programs whi"c"h do egt requirNsuch
large,.inTrestment to check out feasibility will be easier' to terminate `f 'the

results are poor or marginal. -
1 -

t.

Any discussion on cost minimization would.be incomplete without covering .

two of the most insidious cost growth factors, inflitioivand program deferrals
( "stretch- outs "), both of which are generally beyond the controlof a progiampt

' il manager Labor cost estimates are generated originally in man-hours and then'',
converted to dollars,at current or projected man -hour costs. This procedure
puts a squeeze on fixed dollar allotmentprograms when the inflation rate

1.

exceeds. Its effects beelhg.ised_unfairly to criticiie proue44..-J.
eoverruns and unrealized cost objettives. "'kith today!s txceidi4tylagh-and.

. -,

unpredittabAinflation rate aggiavating,th-e-iituation; NASA,nigbt,bs,wtfI
r .- '

7advised tp keep botB4Irogram eott,pA5lictions indprogram.eecution costs -in- -- -

,equivalent man-houis both forkeeting track of and displaying t6 'others UW.,.
well they did in estimating. and controlling labor'expehditures. :, -

With the combination of budget ,pressures and tnflatiin continuously lowerA ,

,.- Qing tie man-hours per year'rhat NASA can finance, theitjwas been -a. resulting
. tendenty to stretqaut programs, This delay not Only'aggrayetes the "apparent",

'cost:Pftblem.(in dopers) by pushing work Off into higheFdnkiation years, but,

it caupes a very real (and significant) effect on total Nan-hours' required --'

particularly di' programs thatare already well under way aid are based on a .-
'shatter, more,optimum4chedule. The benefits that_NASA spades applicatiqn koj-
acts okfer can perhaps be deferred, but inefficiencies caused by stretch-out,

..

are"a,waste of gub1.19 funds. Hardware progiams should not be started unless -

there is full deterAnination and long term fund commitment ,to carry them tirfoiigit
oh the original schedule. A smaller &

.
ither of total programs may be call&I '.

. .,z
-1,
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be expected that there .will continue to be a need for NASA to "sell"
hardware development and spacecraft.launching servicilLto other agencies and
private Oplustry. Atliention to a rational raicinekgicy is therefore needed.
in,the.past, pricing policy has served only to reimburse costs incurred on

- a particular,project,or launch. The priCe was set e51.1a,e6 incremental costs
iliscurfd; no additional (charge' was clevied for'"amoTtization" of previouslyr
expended R&D funds. Since NASA's missionis to provide R&D which will benefit

' the whole nation and since the fruits o-f this research are equally available
..eto all, there seems to' be no ratidnale to call for any recovevy of such "sunk
investment." .The argument might be made that such investment tecovery would be
desirable t9- help finance further R&D, cut thi'S concept is not consonant with_
NASA's role.. Further, office an R&D investment has been spent, the:greatest eco-
mimic good fi-oM e results occurs when veryone has use of those results at
incremental costs caused by hig use of t% service- TyPitally, facility costs
chich vary.with.the volume of work have been included as incremental costs' at
some-equitable amortization or lease- rate. The Panel has no disr reement with
this.previous NASA policy.

The shuttle; with its large multiple payload capability, opens up a whole
new crags of pricing problems, however, which needs to be addressed. Since

-several groups may be sharing the costs of a single launch, an equitable multi -
term formula needs to be derived. Ideally, the terms in this pricing formula a:).,
should track.as closet' aspossible the incremental Costs incurred for that
factor. terall, the pricing sherUld he structured so asto.oencourage, as nearly
as practickg a fdli"payload f'on each shuttle launch. ,

Shuttle pricing policy could have purposeful or inadvertent tesults such
as acquiring new cpstomersi,:limiting number of customers, giving,preforene to
Certain classes of Customers, "squeezing. out" competitive launch systems, etc.
The pricing' policy selected to accomplish NASA's overall objectives may be one

'of the most crucial decisions on the shuttle. The wrong pricing policy could
well ruin the whole system. A careful study of, and comparison with, the rail-
road pricing system may be in order ava prime example of how not to proceed'.
Other considerations are;

The policy should'be structured to avoid rehiring NASA to
provide launch services indefinitely for operational spate
systems',

I

,,
.

. I .r.P. .
.

.-
. .

.

The system should not significantly interfere with the free
market interplay of competitive farces ' , ..,

The economies of scale (learning curve) that give lower costs
in the future should tlehared with the shuttle customers

. r\
There should be some reasonable flexibility for change in policy

.

asmore operating eiperience is gained.
-N.-Jo .... a.na

(

' ..7-,-.., NASA may choose to underwrite some launch costs on. early shuttle flights
to attract early customers and to offset somewhat the risks inherent in early
flights of a new vehicle.' That is, the underwriting may appear as a

15
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development cost. It should be clearly iientified as such and not hidden in
some way as yo mislead the shuttle user as to his eventual operationil costs.

Similar questions arise in considerihg the price placed on sale of the
data which emanate from all the earth resources satellites. Clearly these data
should be made available to all and in any fot.6 readily available from -the data

: chain (i.e., from the telemetered radio frequency signals to data in.ditital
form, to partially processed data, to fully processed data) in order to giv,e
maximum flexibility and hence maximum utility to potential users. Pricing of
these alternatives requires careful study, however. Prices which arelgdsed
on incremental Costs for providing such "data taps" should be considered prime
candidates. There will be arguments that the most economy will be realized from
ene massive digital data processor for all users and hence only fully processed
'aka should be sold.(While this may eventually prove to be true, it should be
tested in the marketplace first by letting all varieties of data reduction exist.
Certainly the eventual economy of such data handling will depend on the develop-
ment of more clever and more efficient software aimed specifically at a certain
set of user. needs. Experience, suggests that small, young, entrepreneural com-
panies wili'do this development best, particularly in the early stages. Pricing
.policy might appropriately be set to encourage such companies but in no case
should it be shaped to discriminate against them..

28
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BENEFIT ESTIMATIOI

BACKGROUND

Defining and measuring benefits is the single most difficult challenge in
assessing the merit'of prograhs-of the 'sort under review by the user-oriented
panels of the 1974 Space Applications Study. In evaluating particular tharacter-
istics of space applications being considered by the user-oriented panels, we

'note that the losf important type ofoutput, insofar as benefits are concerned,
is information. The central point to be nade,about the benefits produced by
information is that they arise if, and only if, the.information changes the 'eco-
nomic behavior cf one or more individuals or. organizations. Information has fib
economic value unlessit is used and positive change occurs.

_Thus, we must go through an often complex chain beginning with data acquired
by a space sensor to reach a point where we can attempt to estimate a benefit
appropriately attributed to t4e acqUisition of data. That end point will find
some economic "actor" behaving Ipreeffectively because of the space-derived/
information made availableto him.'

ESTIMATION ELEMENTS t,
lop

.

There are usually three possible approaches to the speSific evaluation of
benefits from fedetal goverriment programs. These are:

1. Benefits in terns of cost savings (equal
wherethe capability qf each alternative
goal is not questibned. *

capability analyses),
is similar, and the,

2. 'Equal 'budgeranalysis, where each of the alternatives.considered
is allowed to spend, in the operational phase, the same budget.
Thus, in addition to the cost savings or the same service level,
a value (benefit) has to be measured for the added service of the
same kind made possible by lower operating cost systems.

3. New capability benefits, where the service provided by the new
systems is different in kind from'anything now provided, such
that; in principle, analyses of type (1) or type (2) cannot be

'performed.

1*

. '

- I
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-;, Figures IV, and V illustrate the scope of each type of analysis. Each
analysis has to be goal (operations) oriented. -Each type of analysis may be
applicable at different phases of the investment process orcfor a different type

4 of application (investment).
Also -- and most important.-- inany one of-the above types of benefii analy-

ses, the goals and the capabilities rewired or promised need clear, precise
definition, since these will form the Insis for any reliable investment analyiis,
whether public oeprivate. Often, particularly in the eaYly stages, the "benefit"
of benefit '.analyses may be precisely to force the decision-maker to a clear
definition of capabilities needed.

Finally, if alternatives exist to achieving the same or similar objectives,
these need equally detailed definition and analysis.

SELECTING THE PROPERNETHOD OF ANALYSIS

As indicated previously, a benefit accrues only when positive change is
induced by the utilizatiorrof the information_from space. We must then ask a
crucial qu9ofion, i.e., "Who can benefit from this new information source?" ' .

The dhsaver must be framed in specific operational terms, that is, specific
end users, or specific end use Problems, or specific new opportunities made
possible by the availability of this new information source.

The benefit estimation process° then becomes one of estimating the change
made possible by these data. .Schemaically, the change can be represented as:

SPACE._
DATA

4

The analysis required to estimate the value of this information stream
focuses.- on four key questions: ,

How "large" is the current system?

How feSt would it grow without spade data?

How fast can it grow with'space data?

Are non-growth factors, such as lower cost of information
improved distribution, significant?

The last question suggests an important element of the analysis. The
investigator should seek to identify. the total gain possibl4e from the use of new
information. At the outset no attempt should be made to reduce this theoretical
potential benefit by virtue of any organizAional constraints (user or provider).

4, l8
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The first question (How large is the current system?) is a crucial determi-.

nant in the choice of analytical methodology required to quantify the benefit.
In simplified terms, is useful to determine whether the benefit accrues in
a single di'scret'e sector or whether it is felt .across multiple sectors of the
national or world economy. We believe that the analytical tools needed to evalu.
ate benefits are different for each area and will discuss them below.

1 SINGLE SECTOR ANALYSIS

In reviewing the space applications being considered by other panels in the
present study, the following ones appear to be examples of those having their
greatest impact on, a single, orat least a'limited number of discrete- "end user"
ectors:

)r

Extractive resource exploration

Marine navigation

tommercial;cammitnication

Biological processing in space
r,

In each of these applications, it is possible to quanti* the expected
benefits of new information via an aggregate macroeconomic analysis, that is,
a sector-specific econometric model td daermine the value of R&D expenditures
on the .communication sector. This 'estop- down" analysis can provide a useful
benefit estimate.
. On the other hand, when,the n ew information affects a limited user,base,' ,

it is possible to employ conventional industrial market research methods to
establish the current site and growth rates for the user sector being evaluated.

For example, in the case of dil exploration, industry, data.aie available
to identify the total current expenditure on exploration. The first question
above concerns the site of the current system, The industry could also supply
data which would roughly establish the rate of growth of the current' system,
namely, the value of new resources expected to be discovered as a consequence of
planned future expldration expenditure. This information yields the growth rate
without space data.

' The growth rate with better information from space can only be developed
through detailed interaction of the appropriate space techriologists with experi-
'enced petroleum geologists and petroleum economists. Their task would be to
establish the value of incremental new reserves which could be 'found, in the
same time period, as a consequence of improved drill site selection using infor-
mation from space.

In the initial stage of formulating a benefit estimate in a particular
application program, the foals of the analysis should be on identifying the
maximum gain possible. Consequently, there must be an effort to credtively
evaluate the potentiAl utility of this new information. As data are provided from
the system and eXperiente is gained in their use, the initial benefit
estimates can be refine4.

.

k
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The save type of analysis can be applied to other natural resources subject

to irproved exploration as a result of space-gpnerated geological data. The

total benefits can then be aggregated and neasured,against the oost of providing

this information.

MULTIPLE SECTOR ANALYSIS

While the following space applications could have an impact on a single
usei'sector, they also are examples of those which can affect more than one dis2

crete sector:.,

Weather and climate

Environmental quality

Inland, water resources

Agriculture

Land use planning

4

When applications have potential for providing benefits to a number of

different users or sectors in the economy, it is more difficult to quantify the

aggregate ftagnitude of the benefits.

In the case of benefits derived from public services and.provided to multi-

users at no charge, or where charges have little or no relationship to the

amount of the service consumed by the-various users, one can attempt to evaluate

the benefit on the basis of an estimatof a "shadow" price for the service in

question: "What would people pay if such a service were sold?"
This is, more readily done where goods or services comparableto those pro-

vided free or at nominal price by government are also sold by private producers
(for example, recreation services such as carping facilities). Estimates of the

benefits provided theNational Park and Forest Services havebeen derived,

based in part o the prices people are milling to pay for comparable commercial

facilities..
Where the e are no comparable services and the users,are not easily identi-

fiable, as is the case with applications which bould lessen traffic congestion
or control pollution, then one must look at the extent to which services pro-

vided by spate systems are or could be directly responsible for a positive change

in the degree or severity of the condition. When the degree of Amprovement has

been assessed; it is then necessary to identify the users who benefit from the

Change. In many cases, these benefits may have a broad socioeconomic impact and

therefore they may not be easily quantifiable. In this event subjective esti-
mates as to their ultimate value will have to be .ade.

'33
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT*

Inherent in any investment study is a review of the organizational structure
and management concept, intended to support that investment, to see that it
is adequate to generate.the proposed return.

The Existing Structure

As to space,applications, it may be expected that NASA will operate the
space shuttle vehicle and services and that it will continue to operate those
expendable launch vehicles which are programmed into the mid-1980's and which-
could continue to be utilized should economy of launch or timing of mission
dictate. It is assumed that NASA will operate the, experimental satellites.
Beyond these points, management and institutional responsibilities for space
systems intended for prrtical uses are not yet clear.

A

The Opportunity

There is at. present no designated organizational entity responsible for
coordinating, integrating, implementing, and managing the multifaceted potential
space systems.

These potential systems include satellites and ground systems to acquire,
interpret, and transmit data to large groups of potential users. A one-for-one .

relationship between .the use* and the data system does not exist inmost cases.
To meet user needs, sensors must be developed; sensors and support system' must
be combined into experimental hardware; the hardware must be integrated into a
total mission plan involving multipurpose shuttle missions and/or expendable
launch vehicles; 'ground systems must be developed to receive the data,and to
translate it into the user required format; transitional program* (to demonstrate
actual operation of the system) and operational systems must be..pimplemented.

These activities require an organization structure high degree of .

sensitivity to user needs, an ability to,develop effective user working groups,
and a capability to establish policy, particularly. as to cost, price, and fund-

.ing requirements.

The Function

The function to be performed may be descri d as that of a "general' nanager"
of space systems for practical applications. Th general manager would coordinate
the user requirements, market the.technological capability, conduct, the necessary
market research to expand the user market, and manage the development of neces-
saryecohomic information to satisfy the investors.

,r

*See also, Report of the Panel on :nstitutionaZ Arrangements, Supporting Paper 10,
Practical Applications of Space Systems. Report of the Panel on Institutional
Arrangementsto the Space Applications Board, NationaltReseard Council. National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1975.



The Investors
)

At this time, the federal Office of,Kanagement and Budgpt, perhaps

because oimpending fiscal constraints and perhaps also sensing a pyramiding of
uncoordinated requests Tor space applications funding, has directed that all new
programs for fiscal year 1976 in the spa.ce applications area be subjected to
cost-benefit (investment) analysis. It is the Panel's opinion that this request
cannot he effective: responded to in the present uncoordinated structure.
There is need to designate a "general manager" responsible for satisfying this

requirement by effective implementation through user working groups, including
the privatesector,

The Coit-Benefit Requirement

The need for cost-benefit (investment) analysis should be apparent from
Figures VI and VII. These figures also illustrate the need for an applications
general manager. Figure VI depicts today's situation, where uncoordinated multi-
agency, multi-idea requests are being generated far.in excess of dollars avail-
able for applications programs. Programs are being approved or denied on a
judgment basis within dollars available without a specific value discriminator.
Figure VII depicts the same idea generation, with agency requests coordinated
among agency, user; and general manager, filtered through an economic discrimi-
nator, and rank ordered, leading to approved applications having the most eco-
nomic benefit.

)

It is conceivable that proper utilization of the cost-benefit Or discrimina-
tor technique could result in increased investment for applications.

The Agency

The role of the NASA Associate Administrator for Applicatront. should be
expanded to include the responsibilities of general manager in the early'stages
of all applications.' The general manager's role should be continued through
_all phases of any given application, but for the operational phase the role
'should be assigned to the agency responsible for the operational system. The
general manager should execute t'he functions described herein and should
establish goals and missions for all user organizations.

In assuming the general manager role, it will be essential that NASA estab-
lish a strong service relationship with all users (including the private sector)
for:

.

Applications planning.

Experimental piogram technology planning and coornination

Costing and/or pricing of the service

Determination of who ?tys for what
.

.

. Data dissemination policy

23 3
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'Developing.a policy for commercial investment related to con-'
tinuing'goirernment investment.

It should be recognized that NASA,. in the role of general manager, need
a not and should ndt be staffed to do the total applications task. 'NASA should,
v hoc/ever, develop the capability for systems applications in the areas of require-.

ments planning, market research and development, and socioeconomic analysjs
and should provide this 'capability as a service uhder the guidelines developed.

Th4 system should result in clearly delineated goals (including cost--

benefit) and missions, including timetables for all, major-organizations and
Should provide the proper tools and alternatives to develop fully space ipplica:
tions.

38
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CANDIDATE PROGRAMS FOR FURTHER STUDY
OF, COSTS AND BENEFITS

'
.

r

ry

C,
The Panel, in, revie*ing.previous studies of practical uses of satellites,

was struck by the fact that most of these. tended to be drivenby the available
capabilities (or future projections of same) rather than by the need. That is,
there was ausblution" Poking for a problem to solve. While this yiewpoint is
r.beful, a perhaps more Fruitful approaCh is to-start with key needs which are
considered to have very large economic impaCt in the future and then to see how
space derived developments can help. This kind of focus is one'that a user
community would have applied to previous studies, as opposed to that of the
technology developer, who quite naturally sees the driving forceas a new techni-
cal development.

The Panel recommends that broadly based cost and benefit studies be made,
in the use of space systems as applied to the following foul:key areas: food,
energy, ninaral resources, and communications and navigation. The basic advan-
tage that permits spacP systems to make specific and important contributions
is their global capabilities. Economic.Problems and opportunities in these key
.areas are recognized to be worldwide problems, rather than solely national or .

regional problems. This interdependence among countries and among prdblem areas
(energy and food; e.g..) requires worldwide, timely and accurate services, infor-
mJ.Lion, problem recognition, and monitoring. We may not prefer these develop-,
mgnts, but they "persist.

The same capabilities of provi ng services and information are also useful,
of courSe,to individual regioni, c untrieS?and areas within countries. It is,
in fact,these benefits that large' mot'vate national space application efforts.
It is the global capabilities tha anel believes will be the ,source of :the
true ultimate benefits,.:of space stem applications. However, the problem be -'
comes one of concrete specificat on how can space syste help in any.oneof
these areas?

Clearly, the contribution's of space systems to econo *c problem solutions
op earth are complex. To be assessable, the contributions must also he'direct.
The contributions that space'systeks can make have to be eonsiaered in asystems4
context, where many and prdbably most.oftthe activities are carried out on the
ground. Space Systems are complementary, but sometimes decisive,
of these earth-based activities.

One type of contribution, increased production of goods and services, is
easily understood. Thd purPosesjof,economic assessment in this, case are Chiefly
to verify the'claimed technical performance, measure the output, ana asseis.the

.

`,

demand for the'added for hew) product or service, making allowance for the

27
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. price level of thecTroduct offered in c omparison to its closest ;competition..
Such an assessment is,not easy, but it is accepted as "Teal, "-not only by the
innovator but also by the public., the eiedutive officeri of govetnment, and tie
U.S. Co ress. i f ;

. J ,
.

r
.

ut, how can any valuebe rived at for space sensing where the total,

.T4 tity (e.g., of.wheat produced) is not Changed but distribution and planning f

a improved? This second type of contribution where total physical quantities,,
stay the same is much more difficult to comprehend and to accept, yet it is the
consensus of the Panel that it is. precisely In this area where many of the eco%
nomic opportunities occur today, and also where space systems can make lasting
contribution: to gather needed information (in a global basis.

/
,

..

FOOD. .

.

' The demand for and the supply food today is in a` de4icate balance; both

domesticallY and worldwide.
supply

ions.of these two factors over the next few
..-

' ,years 40 .decades have been made elsewhere, but the seriousness of the worldwide
. balance of supply and demand in .food, bll-crop, is generally accepted.

.

. In the fall- of 974, a worldwide conference on food4probiemSwfas scheduled

by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in Rome. However,

f.o'formulate short -term or long .0,,,!A,;rod polidies, domestically-and worldwide,

'one ideally would have to know wh--,'4.6 fad are, worldwide, in a given month

di-even in a given week. For examp e, 4f,,f,p stabIis1ent of ii domestic,-' '

regional, or worldwide food fund is to be Spriously co,nsidered, it is advisable
to know what size inventories exist,,ifid wh4t influence on thesenvenfories
eesults,from continuously changing conditions in climate, acreage,'.denagement
practides, crop conditions, agriculturelolicyldeciiions, opening of new lands,
and progression of agricultural calendars worlidef, region, by region? country
by country, province by province: Ii ie.nly when we know where the shortages

- are, when they are likely to occue, ana'the extent of'the shortages, that we.may
proceed to distribute the resources from areas.of.surplus to areas of shortages
_either through world market pricp mechanisms (supply/demand) or ,through govern-

ment policy decisiOns in_terms of large scale, often longterm trade'agreements.
This Brocegs, 'either that -of the market place or that of inspired government
policy, ii helped by -- and often' only possible with .accurate, timely,infor-
mation, not only on one's own food resources,. but.also.on those of every other

,, major region.
,

. ,)

.
,.The'woridwide interdependence in food, problems' shows up in unexpeCted areas. ,.

For example, the drastic decline in the anchovy catch off Peru.in l972-7.had

a.maji3r impact on the availability of fishmeal for animal feed, which drove- '

up.prices for soyffeans (a.substitute) in the.United Stitesiand, in turn, -1.e04t9 ,

a temporary eibargo onsoybean, exports to Japan with ensuing adverse effeEti -.,

on Japanese diets and living standards., Inthe agricultural case study example

discussed in Appendix A of this report, we will mention.thejresent precarious ._.'s

worldwide balance,in food giains. some of the information needed to cope with

,,. 'this problem is clearly not available.fh reliable form,from present sources...
Information gathered from_spiCe will not eliminate' ikely food shortages,

at least not now, but ft will fielp,time1-114ecisiont'on a worldwide basis to
overcome afitiCipated shortages before they lead to large -scale starvation in '1

whole-subcontinefits.'These events may with'or without bettel. information, -.6

k , . .-
.3). 0,

.: . . 28 , ,.
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but. it seems clear that these problems canbe significantly alleviated, if not
eliminated, by adequate worldwide information.

Some of the measures being Considered (eig.,.a $20 billion food grain fund)
involve inventories which clearly can only be, built up and then distributed
with the help of a worldwide information system, This_120 billion worth of food,
grains-, for example, would have-to come from somewhere; yet stocks,-,are depleted
at this time. The amount of grainthai-$20 billion will bier is largely determined
by -when, where, and how much is boUght by the fund,. We are talking here about
100 million metric tons oLfood grains, whereas the "Russian Wheat Deal" ran only
to 10 million metric tons.,Clearly4-to pursue_national policies in agriculture.
4pmestic and worldwide, we need timely and accurate information that does not
exist today. Space systems can assisein.providingit: The Panel, believes that,

.'space systems, integrated.With ground information, canIsaide the necessary
informatioh by.1990.

ENERGY,SOURCES'Aim DISTRIBUTION.'

The e loration,development, distributiod, and consumption of energy
resources cle y are now global probleths. A recent report on the subject says:

. .

"TheI. rld-wide nature of energy has now intruded upon our daily.
lives, 'Whhtever.courses of action the United States ultimately
takeS to deal with energy-reiated,prob/eiS,, the ramifications of
world energy realities -- the.proihmers4 cartel, the Arab-Israeli
conn,i;Ct0 the monetary system, the global environment -- must be
_taken into account if they .are tb be.realistic. 'The problems will
not be solved in isolation or by groups :of :nations confronting each
btfier. Accommodations must be "reached that protect the legitimate

',interests of buyers and sellers, rich andTpoor. This will require
'f international discussions in.Which-all can participate..,

-"The t*t immediate and real problems for most people in this world
'= are th.e\shoA.Oges of fuel,--fertilizers and'food in Africa, South

Asia sad larts of Latin America. 'Imaginative and-generousforms of
assistance to these people from the industrial nations

, and oil- exporters are needed:"

0
2-: The

.

extent of:domestic energy supplies, the extent of energy-consumption,
' the dependence di:van-energy importi, the interdependence of energy issues with
world monetary flows, and*Conpict*g pg-1itical interests and pals art-issues
that-will stay with us for. the rest df this century.

In looking at the contributions that space derived information may make
tosolving energy problems, to improved production or distribution,br to
.-environmental monitoring, the Panelddis not expect space systems to play. a

.

*400oring Energy Choices. Preliminary Report of the Energy Policy Project of the
-

Fftdipouridetion,4411inger Press, 1974, p. 20.
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dominant role in the near term It is in the exploration, development and
exploitation of energy resources, land based and.offshpre, that the Panel
believes, space systems can,makesignificant contributions.

The Panel has limited its Considerations to space-based systems and their.
potential contributions-to energy problems. The potential tran5fspace.
technology ("spin-off") to grouna=hased-applications, such as solar heating and
cooling processes, the transfer of hydrogen technology, the application of tele-
operator technology in land and offshore mining operations, are all possibilities
worthy of examination. jet, they are not strictly space-based applications
programs.

.

In this restricted sense, then, the Panel considers that space systems have
very important near-term potentials as apart of large system providing for
energy needs as follows:

Operations of offshore oil rigs: With the likely expansion of
theuse of ocean resources in tAe 1975-2000 period, the predic-
tion of sea- state, weather and wind conditions for operations
of oil production in offshore systems is a major, direct eco-
nomic potential. In'regions of adverse sea-state, such as the
North Sea, offshore Alaska-and the Canadian Arctic, considerable
operational hazards and costs are incurred. Daring the winter-
months of 1973 alone, insurance reimbursements for damages.in the
North Sea oil rig operations were $35 million. Offshore field
operation's are all impeded by certain levels \of severity of ocean
'weather conditiOns. Production is the most critical phase of the

.

operations and.is,.therefore, the /:,,ost susceptible to envirop-

conditions. Substantial economic-benefits can be expecteefrom

environ-
mental condifions and improvements in,predictiens of these

space applications programs. Based on experience in tue North
Sea and a careful extension of location of these results to about
400 offshore drilling rigs operating worldwide in 1974, new
space systems presently considered by(NASA for development can
yield benefits:of between $100 million to S300 million, Air
improvement over present (including present: space -based
syszems.

Routing and scheduling of oil tankers and liquified natural gas,
(LNG) ships: Specific systems studies need to be undertaken to
analyze the potential contributions of space-based sensing and
com2anications.systems to the routing dfoijarge scale tanker

.

operations.. Specific cases involve the Alaska to West Coast oil
transportation problem, Middle East to East Coast.loil and LNG
tanker routing and scheduling, and possibly, Arctic tanker opera-
tions -. .Methodology is available for sach cage studies. An
example is included a-.Appendix t.

,$
Jr.

Siting and monitoring of land -based and offshore nuclear plantt:,
It is believed that a Variety of present and future spare - bias -4.sensors

could cont?ibute to environmentally Acceptable operatiOn

of larger scale-offshore structures, with adequate warning ,of
pOssible adverse conditions. -

30
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United States and worldwide monitoring of oil spills andpredic-
tion of adverse se states for avoidance of oil spills:, As oil
tankers have increased in size, oil spills pave increased in
seriousness, both in terms ofthe costs of damage to shores and
to marine life and,in terms-of the cost of Containing the spills
and recovering the oil. The potential for accidental oil spills .

and illegal disehaSres is very high.*.

Many, if not most, of the major spills are the result, of accidents caused
"8y inadequate sea-state, routing, or.navigatio.infOrmation. For example, an
Alaska to West Coast transportation, case study shows that. the probability of
tanker collisions in large scale Operations expected in the period 1985 -1995 is
very high, assuming presently available sea-state and routing information.
Currently, information is almost invariablj, quite old by the time it reaches a
ship. Improvements in providing real time information could be provided by
using sp&ce systems. An investigation intoethe likely contributions of SEASAT,
SAS.(Synchronous Meteorological Satellite), and other new systems is considered
well warranted, in view of the projected probabilities, of spills and their
seriousness.

Itrthe,longer term -(beyond 1990), the Panel believes that space technology
can make major active"(production) contributions to providing-energy. Solar
energy is considered to be the "second" unlimited source (fusion being the "first").

J.
MINERAL RESOURCES OTHER THAN .FUELS

'An adequate supply of mineral resoutceS in the years 19800 1990, or 2000'
is-one of the' --hation'i major concerns,** and the panel believes that the normal
interplay between the factors of price, supply and:demand, technical ;innovation
and substitution, as well'as reuse of minerals, will work fairly well -- but.in
-an unpiedictable- way -- to meet most scarcities. 4

The Panel feels that space-basectansing., information, and communication
sisteZecan make very specific economic contributions to the searsh,,for and the
recovery oftminerals, today and in. the near term. Air-borne side=looking radar
systems ax already in limited use for mineral expldration and the Panel believes
that space-borne ititiivalent'syttems couId_be mire cost effective. The potential
bbnefits from the use of space systems can 'be defined 'and measured -in, a very
specific context. A methodology.on how this can he done is presented as
Appendix B.

,

Space-based systems can help in land-based and in ciffihore mining operations.
Some space systems can help in the .exploration and development phase .ning
ventures. At long as present space capabilities, such as today's mmunications
satellites, are beneficial in these effort,, thiy skauld not be included in the
benefit's of additional near space Capabilities. Specific potential space

*See, for exampls,, D. E. Kash et'al, Energy Under the Ocean: A Technology Assess-
ment. University of pklahoOl_Preis, Norman, 1973.

**See;tor example, Materials Needs and ihe..Entr4onmenA Today and

.

romorrow, final
Report of the National Commissipn on Mierials Policy. Submittea_to the President
and the CongreS f the United States, June 1973C.

,

t:
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contributions:i0Antified by the Panel on Extractable Resources* should be
studied in an overall systems context with an analysis of very specific
applications:

:COMUNiCATIONS AND NAVIGATION

Fiom the early inceptions of the potential of space communications, .*
through the applied research and technology phase and the prOtotype demonstra-
tion phase, the national development effort has been so successful that this
:part of space applications (common-carrier-type communications using advanced
:technology,'as typified by Intelsat IV) has been turned, over to industry.

In the Panel's opinion, the "domestic open skies" policy for communications
1.

was a further, inspired; and economically stimulating step toward a free market
concept of space applications, subject-only to the laws of price, demand, and
supply, with lonelasting beneficial economic consequences to the United States.

Nevertheless, we hale to ask: given the economic success of this part of
the, space communications program, axe there other major new opportunities in
space communications and navigation that need economic, technical analysis, and
_development effort? In answer, the Panel keels that new-economic opportunities
indAd exist three phases of the innovative process: research and
develOpment, "Oansitional, and Operational phases.

The-Panel has tberefore.compiled the following'few comments. that led it
to the concluiiOn that there are further opportunities to be vigorously pursued
by the.federii:govertment and industry.

An integrated analysis- of U.S. space communications needs and opportunities
is required with an outlook toward the 1985-1990 period. By integrated we meanf F
comprehnsive'assessmenX of federally funded. efforts durkngR&D, transitional,.

--and operational phasesle.g.," Department of Defense and other such federal users)
^ and of industry-funded efforts.- A clear lead role shOuld be assigned, nationally

for each of the thtee phases. If that lead role is ntt assigned to NASA (which
has as a characteristic a motivation to see its R&D results applied to' ivil
use), the _transfer of the R&D and transitional Phase results to civilian uses
Should be institOtionallyassUred by some other mechanism in the national eco-
nomicnomic interest..

The issue bf'the-ixole of the federal government as comparedwith.that of
priArateindustryneeds a constructive resolution. Civilian space-communicativs
operations can be-qnstitutionally funded and carried out by. private industry.
But there are strOtg economic arguments for federall4 funded R&D efforts. The.
most difticult. issue to be resolved is the transitional phase of nar,technology
nd Systems. ' .

In looking ahead' to the 1985-1096 period, the Panel anticipates a substan-
tiA further increase in the demand for telecomm-nuications'and for new forms of
corImunicition:"Zn the basis of bait available projeCtions to the 1985 -1990
period, we expect about a 2.5-fold increase in the amount of telecommuniCations
alone (household and busine'ss). This increase is projected with only simple

-.3
*P nael on Extractable Resources. Practical Applications of Space Systems, Supporting
Paper O. Repot of the Panel on Extractable Resources.

. Report to the Space Appli-
'cationi Board, National Research Couhcil. National. Academy of Sciences, Washington,

1975. -

.



extensions of present ground and space-based teChnology,'Ind at' about present
price levels. The techniCal capability for !fleeting that projected demandawith
present techriologyiTtIntelsat IV or V type) and expendable space transportation
capabilities is seriously questioned.' Rather,-we would expect in this baseline ,
projection a substantial increase (by a factor of 2) in telecommunications prices
in the 1985-1990 period due to developing limitations of supply.

Therefore, we recommend that a broad "top-down" reassessment of new space
communications systems for the 1985-1990 period, beyond simple extensions of
present technology, be studied. Very specific R&D and transitional phase issues
that evolve should be geared toward the most economical, integrated use of such
new capability. A concerted effort on this particular aspect it recommended
above and beyond the considerations under the first comment.

To give perspective to the magnitude of economic factors in communications
in the next decade, we project total capital investment needs in all the tele-
,coMmunications sectors to rise from the 1973 estimate. of $70 billion to about
,$150 billion by 1985 (preseQt extensions of technology). The labor force
employed will stay fairly ca tant.

The major quantitative ec omic findings concerning the U.S. communications
sector and in support of; federal not necessarily NASA) R&D and transitional

.phase funding are:

The time lag between successful R&D activities and implementa-.
tion in operational systems is anywhere between 7 to 15 years.

R&D is the major factor accounting for increases in telecom-
munications output in the 1945-1970 period. The "rate of return".n

to communications R&D is about twice that of direct capital
investment after allowing for a 10-percent discount rate adjust-
ment to R&D returns (7 to 15 years).

Most of the R&D and tubstantialepOrtions of the transitional

phase effort in-the.1945-1970 period were funded by the federal
-government. To discontinue this history of proven applications .

success would set a dangerous precedent. The Panel believes
that if the United States is to-maintain leadership, we have o
continue to push ahead in R&D, including the introduction of \
major new innovations in space communications systems, The
benefits. and the costs of alternative approaches need analysis. .

4 5
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN.OF"COST',BENEFIT STUDIES

L
-In Appendices A and B of this report, two example cost-benefit study

'approaches are presented as illustrations for application of the cost-benefit
ugli)techniques descrilied earlier, in this report. The Panel has not had an opport
to review the assumptions and data in these studies in detail and as a group
neither endorses nor rejects the specific findings.presented. We do believe, how-
ever, that they illustrate useful approaches and suggest some important potential
pay-offs from space applications.

Appendix A is a sketch of a theoretical model concerned with a weekly world-
wide agricultural resodrces.suri'dy based 'on use of a space system. This study,
because it is prepared while the space system is in the R&D stage, deals neces-
_sarily in broad terms both as to potential cost and benefits. It does, however,
as dis 'sed in this report, develop the assumptioni made and documents them
through the stages of application from R&D through operation,illustrating a
methodol gy to be used in planning the economic sdope of applicftions programs.

Appendix B is a case study prepared in 1974 to illustrate satellite.effects
on maritime traffic. 'in this instance, the Study is concerned more with the
operational phase, as both the technology.and market application are fully defin-
able. for cost-benefit analysis. The results are specific and indicate marginal
benefits exceeding marginal costs.

- tTheseg two cases, At opposite ends of the applications cost-benefit spectrum,
were chosen to demonstrate those extremes. This, it was felt, would deMonstrate
the potential of cost-benefit modeling for investment decision in the space
applications area.

r
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I

In the course of the 1974 Summgt Stpdy on Space Applications,- the Panelon
Costs and-Benefits has become incre4singly stimulated by the potential benefits
which have been! identified by the user.panels. At the same time, it is' recog-
nized"fhat these benefits can only be.obtained at high cost and many years in
the future so that specific benefits are not fully definable now.

. .

. ..

Future costs are almost as difficult to-estimate as future benefits. If the
current space shuttle payload model* is realized in the 1980-1991 era, the cumula-
tive costs of the apace appliCations portion of the payload model could amount
by 1991 to about $11 billion in 1972 dollars fin. payloads, launch operations and
data acquisition. The payload model projects 60 shuttle flights per year for all
uses; of which about 20 flights are for applications missions. A significant
number of the latter-are projected to satisfy private users who might be expected
to pay for the service, having independently judged the benefits to exceed the
costs.

,

.

Utilization costs such as data
an

an information processing are in addition

jato the above costs and, in some cases y be much larger than the direct space-
related cost. Clearly the size of the resource commitment involved dictates
that only a small part of this investment-should be made merely because further
technical development in space is possible. Full justification must be based
on a national conviction that the potential returns from. space warrant the size
of the investment needed to push the frontiers of knowledge further.

The complexity of the problem and the time and cost required to complete an
objective analysis tempts many to abandon analysis. The alternative is to con-
struct an appeal for funding on intuitive grounds. Thislis a high-risk course
over the long and evdn the short -term since it leaves the technOlogists and
users subject to equally intuitive, even emotional, counter arguments.

ThePanel on Costs and'Benefits was unanimous in its conclusion that a
rigorous investment and cost-benefit analysis is not only possiblg but would. be.
beneficial in determining whether funds should be committed to fully operational
systgdk. In earlier stages, investment analysis must, of necessity, be more
qualitative and judgmental.

.

, *Space Shuttle Payloads: Hearings on Space Missions, Payloads, and. Traffic for
the Shuttle Era. U.S. Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
October 30, 1973.

44.
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The Panel has found that previous economic and cost- benefit studies of
space applications have, in general, been yell done. Conventional techniques
have been employed which have been bounded,by inputs and assumptions. Such
studies have usually been aimed at quite specific, often narrow, targets 'There
is now a need for an integrated stud5, approach to applications which naturally
fit together in terms of joint hardware or joint uses,

The space applications program is now at the point of maturity where more
conventional investment techniques, such as return-on-investment analysis, can
be employed but these techniques must be applied judiciously. Most benefits
and costs can be sufficiently quantified for such analysis but many cannot.

There should be clear statements of objectives and alternative solutions.
A priori agreements with decision - makers, such as the Office of Management and
Budget, should be reachedas to decision criteria.

The key investment decision points occur before the initiation of each of
three phases (research and development, transitional, and operational). Each
succeeding phase involves increased cost, greater commitment and, concomitantly,
more concrete information on which to rationalize the pre-phase investment
decision. Investment analysis should be, in factr an on-going process during
which estimates of cost and return are continuously refined.

Investment analysis should include the following factors stated to the
degree of accuracy appropriate to the phase under consideration:

EconomiC and market research

Cost and benefit analysis

Technical confidence factors

Management and institutional definition

Break-even and return-on-investment analysis

However, studies and analyses do not, in and of themSelves, make decisions but;
provide logic and information for human decisions. Na

:A
A pricing pplicy for'the space shuttle, for expendable vehicle alternatives,

and for application services is needed as soon as possible. The shuttle with
its flexible payload alternatives and capacity offers opportunities forcost
savings by standardization of spacecraft and modules within and across programs,
and opportunities to trade-off hardware and transportation costs.

.47 Cbst minimization should be emphasized by design;to-cost programs and clear
definition of program requirements'durilig conceptual phases.

Definition and quantification of benefits are probably the most difficult to
accoMplish but are amenable to modern management techniques applied on a phased
basis.

1

Complete benefit analysis should include:
1

Economic analysis

Market research
a 0,

Identification of end-usb problems -- qualitative
approach to "solutions" and quantitative benefits

38



gategories of benefits should be separately identified as:

Private pecuniary benefits.

Social quantifiable enefits

Social nonquantifiabl benefits

Public policy nonquantilable benefits

The accumulation of data is not itself a benefit but can become a benefit
when it results in some action.

Goals and missions should be clearly \ stablished for all major organizational
sub-divisions, with associated management r sponsibilitits clearly established
throughout each phase and full program life.

Relationships between NASA and users sho ld be established for:

Cost-benefit determination

`Application planning

Operational program implementation

Wflo pays f9r what

4 ., 4 -

The Panel on Costs and Benefits recommends thSt general mina ment responsi-1klity be specifically assigned throughout all phases ofan appft .tiereprogram.
This ihcludes coordinating users and user working groups. In the nel's opinion,

NASA should have this responsibility in the eaply'prograd phasei.
To carry out even its.currently assigned responsibilities, NASA has a need

0.0.....-for in-house capability -- which it does not npw.have -- in requirements analy-

sis,'market research, and socioeconomic analysis.
.

The. Panel on Costs and Benefits proposes the following as candidates for
further in-depth Bost - benefit studies for space applications:

Food supply al/ distribution

Energy vurces and distribution

Mineral resotirces

Co s and navigation

These categories were chosen because they will present major national
,worldwide problems in she next decade, and their solutions are expected to .

provide numerous benefits. Space applications can make an important conttibu:\
tion to these solut'04s. \\

4 The Panel on Costs and Benefits has proposed examples for the cost-benefit
case models of space applications as applied to agriculture\(worldwide agricul-
tural survey) and to maritime traffic (oil-tanker routing). .

,

4
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This is doshe to make two important points:

1. Cost and benefit studies can be done with meaningful
results' for decision-makers, at any stay of the life
cycle of a new technology (R&D, transitional and'opera-
ticnal phases) and

2. The approach to measure the benefits of such programs is
often significantly different from project to project and
,for 'each phase, requiring judgment and broad economic
expertise in the many tools available for economic and in-
vestment analysis.
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APPENDIX

CASE STUDY OF AGRICULTURE (WORLDWIDE AGRICULTURAL SURVEY)

.10

Background

, I

The'Panel on Agriculture, Forest, and Range of the 1974 summer study has
identified the desirability of weekly worldwide agricultural crop information.

In this case study, ad hoc "top-down" est.mates of the potential benefits and
maximum allowable research and development, t sitional, and operating costs**
for as1990 Worldwide Agricultural (space) Su ey (WAS) are developed. This
exercise is illustrative and is not presente as a "hard" set of estimates. In
.particular, no attempt is made to undertake detailed examination of the institu-
tional and behavioral changes required to realize the potentiayobenefits suggested.
The point in presenting this example is that for cases where such large potential
gains exist, further detailed investigation is clearly called for. If the kind.:
of information system envisioned looks feasible in the cost ranges suggested
herein and if the benefits suggested seem possible of at least partial realization
as more definitive analysis is undertakent then this application seems to be
a strong candidate for support.- We also ihink that an,integrated view of each
application is.needed (multiple systems, multiple users) and that a.clear focal
orientation is needed for purposes of economic is well as technical analysis.

This appendix presents an uninhibited view of the need for, and potential of,
worldwide agricultural information, It is a generalized economic outlook without
the hard, detailed study of economic benefits and costs of actually implementing
such a system. Needs were identified by the Panel'on Agriculture, Forest, and
Range for week-by-week worldwide agricultural information on crop acreage, con-

. dition, and calendars (plowing, planting, growing and harvesting). Clearly this
is an ultimate goal for information, and not all of this information is gathered

*This appendix utilites information from a NASA-funded study performed by ECON, Inc.,
under Contract NASw .2558 and entitled The Reonomic.Value of Remote.Sensing of
Earth Resources fram.Space Intensive Use of Living Resources: Agricultural
Distribution Effects. ECON Report 74-2002-10, Volume 3, Part 2, Princeton, N.J.,
August 31, 1974.

**The term "maximum allowable costs" is used here to indicate the upper limit of .

fund allocations, i.e., within the,range'justifiable by expected benefits. The
. term does not mean that these funds have to be spent. Within the range of "maxi-

mum allowable costs" the most effective integrated system has to be found to
achieve the exOected'benefits from the (postulated) capability.

s
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only frqm space. Yet worldwide, week-by-week coverage cannot but rely heavily
on space sensing systems (ERTS, EOS, sEss, NIMBUS, SMS, SEASAT, and communica-
tions satellites).

Several points that deserve emphasis follow:

Such a worldwide systep design i a long-term goal.

Such a system is very ambitious and relatively costly when com-
pared to present space applications efforts.

The determination'of benefits to the United States and to all
nations needs careful study.

The degree to Which the benefits from such infofmation.can be
realized will heavily depend ,on how this information is prOcessed
and made availableto some or all users and whether users act On
the information in the directions assumed here.

Two larger questions need to be addressed now: .

Do the overall potentialbenefits far outweigh any likely,
-rationally managed systems costs (R&D prototype, development,
and operations) of a long-term program Commitment by the United
States?

If the answer to this first. question is yes, can such a long-termr-1
commitment'be a purpose and goal of the U.S. space effort, and
can it be undertaken in terms of the investment needed to do so
and in terms of benefits to the nation and mankind?

The Current (July 1974) World Food Griin Situation

,As the peak growing season of 1974 approaches, events lead one to believe
this is a-year. in which the outcome of the spring food grain harvest will be
extremely impOrtant to the economic and political stability of the world.

e-

Grain

11/4.
stocks havnot been rebuilt since 1972 when large.reductions resulted fro oor

crops in many 'areas of the world. This year (1974), 4 a result of inclement
weather, the spring crops were planted very late in NorthAmerica and in the
western areas of the USSR. Moreover, the Indian monsoon is now two weeks late
and the possibility of a ,monsoon failure must be considered seriously: Out of
a potential world food grain chop X5! 710 million metric tons (MMT), at least
1000.MMT are growing under high risk conditions.. With stocks at 'a minimum, the
allowable.margin for error is obviously small. Poor weather it any one of
several key grain-producing areas could result in a world food.crisis of a magni-
tude that is beyond our current ability to rationalize. Needless to say, it is.
important that those Suppliei that are produced lie distributed efficiently.
Accurate and timely information about prospective crop conditions is vital to the
distribution procesa, today. Over tbe next. decades, ttis e.a ious balance seems
likely .to increase in importance.

! ;5 2
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Wle following paragraphs describe briefly the current situation as it,exists
several key areas and indicate the major threats to the crops in those areas.

The spring wheat crop in North, America is a fast gripwing vari-
'ety which matures in 95 to 100 days. It is normally planted_._
by late May-and harvested by the end of August. _This year
well'over half of the spring-Wheat crop was no planted until,

_ . 'early June (this was the latest planting in history) and will
not mature until mid-September. The threat of frost datage is
very real and an early,frost could be disastrous. The produc-
ing area is bounded by 112°W and 95°W and 45°N and 55°N.

4
A, The spring wheat 'crop "in the USSR was planted late also, but

no one knows exactly how late. This wheat is grown in a. semi-
'arid climate in, the central portiOn of the USSR and is a risky .

.. crop in any year. This year it is threatened by drought, as
usual, but, because of the late planting, harvesting condition
may be a problem also. Strangely enough, the hai-ve§tn this ,

1 part of the USSR is just before a rainy season. Tde coordinates
are 65°E and 90°E and 45°N and 57!N.

The outcome of the Indian monsoon,while,critical, 11 be well
known in the next few weeks.

Chinese weather information is difficult;to obtain, but there
is evidence of drought in the Peking area. Most, food grainls
produced in the area bounded ,by Jao°E and 120°B and 40°N and
52°N:

0

4

Likely Impact of Information Uncertainty
.

.

.
-'

/
.

Extensive economic research is presently ongoing in determining the value of
information in.U.S. agriculture. .One significant ingredient in this determination.

.

is the reaction'offood.grain prices to changes in expected food crops. Any
best estimate to date (July, 1974) of this relation between food prices and food
quantities islan "elasticity of demand" of about 0.15 for wheat (interim esti.-
'mate), and somewhat lower for total food grains; i.e., a 1-percegt rise in wheat .

v.

prices will lead to a 0.15-percent reduction in wheat consumption and conversely,
.

a 1-percent reduction in the expected quantity of wheat crops will lead to .,

a 6- to 7-pgrakni increase in the'price for 'Wheat food crops.
This key'finding; when applied to the current world food situation, and

existing uncertainties therein, leads to the following obsevations:

,

)01

The gistr ibution value of the 610 MMT not growing undei high :
. risk conditions will be about $196' billion, with a needed .

.=

extreme readjustment of inventory, consumption, export, and
impOrt decisi s. The value of 100 MMT growing - ,ender high risk

.would be about $24 billion7. &Many independent decisions and
decision-mgk s are involved. At these prices, 'crops presently
not halve d or plowed under for the next crop cycle might be

A:3'
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harvested, and land nor now cultiVated might-Be-opened, or land
(

now only, used "extensively" might be iFF,Igated fertiliitd, etc.

'Yet we will not know for another 8-12 weeks what the."adtual con-
ditions of worldwide food crops will be, although these could
be determined, to'amajor extent, by WAS systems.

,

ease f (Maximal Benefit).

The market immediately expects the worst,.i'.e.., that instead of 710 MMT,
only -,610 MMT will be harvested. Prices now prevailing (about $161 per metric ton
offood" rain) will rise according to the measured elasticity of Q.15 to a level
around $ 22 per metric ton. (See.FigUre I.) The U.S. gkain eiport*volume of
$18 bill n will,rise to a level of $36 billion at/ the end of the crop exporting.,
period with h to average export revenue flow of $271billion (a.heavy cost this year
to consum rs) .

It it turns out that contrary t&expeciationsall four'critical regions
perfort'adequately, the marginal 100 MMT are harvested and/next year's
production will continue it',7l0 MMT (steady state), then Text-ye4r there will be
810 MMT-(110 MMT harvested, plus the 100 Mt41" of 1974'"windfallharvests)
able fok" distributien. ,Prices will then drop to abofit $80 to $100 per metric
ton. United States exports will drop from a steady state volume of $18 billion
(initially):to about $10 billion (after12 months), with an average annual volume
of abot,$14,billion; this adjustment leads to a benefit next year (1975) to
consumers, albeit smaaler than this year'seost. (See Figure I.). The total
social net 4osscdue to_this present lack of inforriation about what might happen
two months hence is about $8 billion worldwide, the total U.S. domestic loss is
about $2 billion- (about 1/4.ofthe $.8 billion); and losses due to, U.S. export
decis4on uncertainties about $3.2 billion.* Total U.S. losses could be as high
as $5.2 billion. The timely use o WAS information iA a,necessary condition if
these losses are to:be avoided:

Case 2 (Likely Gains)

'The Originally expected world food grain crop for 1974 was 710 MMT: The
total uncertainty in the expected harvest, however, ways about 100 MMT (see Case

The remote sensing Systems ndw being considered will,npt eliminate all of
this uncertainty, even -with a/considerable investment in new technology, and even
after 10 15 years 0 operational systeMs use. A considered judgment -- for
purposes of this.expotition -- is that a 2Apvcent reduction in the total
uncertainty is reasonable by 1990 .- for worldwide food crop harvest measurements,
i.e., a reduction from 100 MMT to 75 MMT.

This 25-percent reduction in uncertainty is'depicted in Figure II, with the
economic gains frOm thi; reduCtia indicated,by the hatched area. 'The readermill

*All qUantitative estimates given here are based on analyses of the U.S. agricul-
ture sector,, applied worldwide.

.
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notice that a 25-percent reduction in uncertainty lea toalsb 5Orpercent of
the .total benefits attributable to perfect iftform*tion. The improvements to b4p.
brought )about by remote sensing technology in--41e:neZt I:.0 pc.i..1,5ears will make

the most important potental contributiOn,Whire iMprOements beyond the assumed
1496 level of crop information iethnolOgy Will bd less benefi'cial. There are
decreasing economic returns to farther intreMenialimproVemcints. .

Figure 1I.depicts -- .ii.th price elast'ici'ty as.pf June, 11974:- the likely
.reactions of world food grain markets the-total.:expected net loss to society
'as a result ofthis'ieductpon,in unceitai , The total net-Worldwide gain.from
this improirement is about $4 billion ofewhich $1.billion is the total net domestic

... .
United States gain. United. Statesexport decisions. would now range between
$12 billion, gith Likely US.-gains'from this reduction in uncertainty of
$1.4 billion. Total potential U.S. gains due to this reduction in uncertainty are
about,.$2.6 billion ($1billion U.S. domestic gains, $1.6 billion gains from
improved export decisions). , .

Again-, all of these. numbers are initial estimates. Firmer estimates for
cases in RI) pOlity decisions will require considerable empirical work -- insome-
areas even-advances in the state-of-thd-art"in economics. But such measurements

:.- are indeed.possible.
,..

s
.t.

Extension:to WAS Information Benefits
. ,

..
_- % 15

Case 1 and
.

2 describe the situation of July 1, 1974, about 2 months before
final Northtrn HemiSPhere crop harvests. Uncertainties, infact, exist through-

: out the CrOp year, in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. With food grain
nventorie, depleted, the Uncertainties throughout the crop year are probably

--best described by Case 1 results. All of WAS information (by emote sensing such
as ERTS, EOS, SEOS, NIMBUS, SMS, SEASAT) on a weekly basis throughout the world,
taking cloud coffer into actount'(for cloud coyer - sensitive, ystems like ERTS), may
lead to only g 50 percent redUdtion in existing uncertainties..Therefore, the =,

total quantitative loss estimates of Case 2 (2 months) also represent likely mini-
mum gains from WAS. Added to this estimate shouldbe expected gainsit production
(we estimate abo ut 1/4 of glip distribution benefits) of about $800 million, for a '-
total net valud_added assessment of: WAS as shown in Table I.

.
. - ,

-
.

- .UniteCStates, ..k<
. , lor14

:_.
.. .

Distribution - -) -
. .. -...

-$1..0...billion c $4.0 billion,
,-- . 1.- .

'. .4. s' - Expoft/Impor1=- .-----_z--
.-

-' 1.6 billion , , large,
.

Producon % .8 billion 3.2 billion
- , \

,
40,

. 'AU

"

1, 0

$7.2 billion plus
4

TABLE I POSSIBLE ANNUAL GAINS FROM WAS
OVER' PRESENT INFORMATION STATE
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Implications of Results Space Applications rrogram

Considering U.S. benefits only of Table I, the 1974 present value of an
operational WAS program' from 1990 pnward (infinite horizon)* at 10 percent dis-
count, is $8.4 billion total. (The 199(Z value of $3,4 billion annually from

'thence forth is approximately $34 billion which discounts to $8.4 billion in
-_1974.) To realize these benefits, and provide for baSic costs, cost uncertain-

__

ties and overruns, a research, development, :demonstration, and implementation
program, as shown in Table II would be "allowable."

.

1975-79 . 1980-84 1985-90 1990 on
R&D R&D Transitional Operational."

Annual Budget $200 million $400 million , $800 million $200 million.

per year

Total budget for

yearsdndicated $1 billiOn
Q

$2 billion S4 billion

TABLE II MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WAS R&D, TRANSITIONAL
AND OPERATIONAL PHASE COSTS

. . .

The present value
'

of the WAS R&D,transitional and operational phase inv4t-
ment cost (again,with infinite horizon from 1990 onward) is $4.2 billion at
10'percent discount, Figure ILI shows the,t6tal "allowable" WAS program life
cycle costs and benegits(U.S: only). The WAS investment, seen in this context,.
would,return; after allowing for a 10'iiercent-disaount rate, $2 fir every
$1 spent, based-on benefits to the United States only, and muCh.more if WAS can
be developed for t lower cost.

Major Tasks for'In-Depth AnalYsis

There exist overlapping user needs and spae system requirements between
e griculture, Forest, and Range, Land Use, Extractable Resources, Weather

- and Climate, and Environmental Quality Panels of the 1974 Space Applications
eftudA An integrated investment study of agricultural earth resources surveying

- programs from spaccis clearly called Aft. The tens "integrated investment
study" is meant to include the use of 'all available, and potentially conceivable,
remote sensing syStens from space, analyzed toward achieving one common overall-

*An,infinite hor4zon fovevaluation purposes of WAS is-clearly indicatedfoaftA
national decision, although this may not be intuitively obvious.

A- 7
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R&D I TRANSITIONAL OPERATIONAL

cn . PHASE (PHASE PHASE
II- , '

i8 Cl)0 1

I Ic..) 4.0
2 I I

cc .

LI . I
I0

Icc U.S . PRODUCTION. ? 1a
cn I

1 BENEFITS3.0 ....w ...
6,- 1974 PRESENT VALUE U.S. BENEFITS $8.4 BILLIONJ < :

N co 1974 PRESENT VALUE U.S. COSTS S4.2 BILLIONJ<
0 #1.- 10% INTEREST

0o
J I US. DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTIONJ 'cr

Ist ;;;[; 2.0 BENEFITS
..-

IZ IA- )< 0
I

cn cs)Z I
il: 0 i

I U.S. WORLD TRADE BENEFITS
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I

FIGURE III TOTAL WAS PROGRAM LAYOUT
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goal, for example, a 1990 operational worldwide weekly agricultural survey capa-
bility. The components of such a total investment analysis are:

Measurement of Likely Benefits of an Operational Integrated System: All
available tools of economic analysis, such as market research approaches as well
as economic analysis and estimation techniques, have to be brought to bear on. -

this part of the probleM, requiring experience, imagination, and improvisation,
where necessary. New econometric models of the agricultural sector do not yet
exist and have to be developed, tested, and estimated. These models must specif-
ically be suited for measuring the value of more timely and more accurate infor-
mation derived from remote sensing. This is a research effort of some magnitude,

Production' effects, distribution effects, and world trade effects each need
separate analysis. Also, as the integrated systems definition progresses, the
detail of economic analysis can expand and aid in the technical systems defini-
tion and trade-off'studies.

Determination of "Maximum Allowable" Research, Development, Investment and
Operations Costs of An Integrated System: The part of the analysis concerned
with maximum alloWable costs translates the expected future benefits oLan opera-
tional system into upper boundaries to the totak national program budgets_needed
to bring about an operational WAS system. It is within these budget constraints
that the total integrated system has to be designed, developed, deployed and
operated. (See Figure III.)

Determination of Most Economical (Effective) Integrated Systems Within
Imposed Budget Constraints: The satellites ERTS9 EOS, SEES, rumpus, SMS, to
mention a few, all have to be examined, system by system and later subsystem by
Subsystem, as to their rel4ive contribution and-merit to the overall program
goals within the imposed budget limits. Again, many tools of economic-investment -

and operations - research analysis exist" to do.this demanding part of the analysis.

Requirements: in any one of the above three parts of an integrated agricul-
tural earth resources survey analysis, close cooperation with the Office of -.
Management and Budget (OMB) is desired, particularly in th initial program study
phases. Grpund rules should beagreed.upon, techniques rexiewed, and where
necessary, the OMB as well as the federal agencies invoire .should be open to a

aredefinition of the approach and the ground rules.

Importiht institutional questions need study and resolution in parall pith
the technical and economic analysis 9f this application potential.

Alk Review of WAS Benefits

.

The July 1,-1974, worldwide agricultural food grain crop situation is taken
as die baseline for the estimates. Of an originally expected 710 MMT world food
graitcrop, about,100 MMT are now growing in high risk areas: North America

_(112 °.W to .95°W and 45°N to SS°N), USSR (65°E to 90°E and 45°N to 57 °N), China
(110E to I20°E and 40°N to 52°N) and"the'Indian,Subcontinent. With a 700 mw.,
world crop, we estimate 1 MMT to be worth $160 million; With a 600 MMT world
crop, weostimati'l MMT to be'worthiabOut $300'million. Gains from a 1990 WAS
system are estimated in Table I.

A-9
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The rationale.for production benefits-is the interaction between more accu-
rate, early price information with acreage allotment, plowing, growing and har-
vesting decisions. (No institutionaf innovation is assumed here.) The rationale
for import-export benefits is a combination of distribution productiOn benefits
in international trade.

The present valde in 1974 of these annual benefits to the UtS. from 1990 to
an infinite horizon is, at a 10 percent discount rate, $8.4 billion. ,These bene-
fits will be realited only by drawing on a whole range of space systems -- rather
than any one single spacecraft system -- such as ERTS, EOS, SEOS, SMS, and NIMBUS.

In relating the benefits to the RED, transitional, and operational phase
costs, the term "maximum allowable costs is used. This term denotes the upper
limit of expenditure levels'based on the estimated benefits. These figures are
not an estimate of costs.

A maximum allowable R&D, transitional, and operational phase budget' is
developed, with allowable R&D phase costs of $200 million per year from 1975 .to
19'9, $400 million a year from 1980 to 1984, maximum allowable transitional phase
costs of $800 million a year from 1985 to 1989, and systems operationql cots of
$200 million a year from 1990 to infinity. The present value of these maximum-
allowable costs is $4.2 billion.

On every $1 invested, $2 would be returned after discounting benefits and
costs at 10 percent. The benefits include U.S..benefits only.

An in-depth systems and economic study of such a program is recommended.
YAS would consist of an integrated use of systems like ERTS,'EOS, SEOS, NIMBUS,
SMS and would use tfie Tracking and Data Relay Satellite fox real time communica-
tions.

The allowable R0 and transitional costs can be considered maximum allowable
budget limits to U.,S.'space applications activities for broad agricultural uses.

Further study should include:

Investigation of the private gains (above social gains not
included here) to be accrued through the elusive use of WAS
information.

Analysis, similar-to that used for U.S. benefits, of the effects
of improved informatiion.on world trade. Two cases should be
analyzed: (1) WAS information made available to all countries,
(23 WAS information availabae only to the United States.

Definition of the ranges of social and private gains, which

vary substantially, depending on how and to whom WAS informa-
tion is made available.

P0

. ' All of't identified areAs and sources of social a nd private gain need
empirical work; i.e., the facts hive to beshecked and verified through quantita-
tive, econometric work over 12 to 24 months, in parallel with an integrated
systems engineering study of user technical needs.

tt.
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APPENDIX B

USE OF SATELLITE DATA ON THE ALASKAN OIL MARINk LINK*

I. Introduction

Oil must be carried by tanker .from one port of origin at Valdez,

Alaska, to three porti of'destinatiqn on the west'coast of the

United States (since the final designation of ports has yet to be

made, they were assumed for this study tp be the ports of Juan de

Fuca at Seattle; Cops BaA'Orefon; and Santa Barbara, California)

to complete the link between the Northern Slopes'field.and the U.S.
. ,

consumers. There will initially be 13 tankers e4icated to river--

ing
.

thip oil. Oil will flow into Valde'z from the Northern Slopes of

Alaska at the rate of1,200,000 barrels per day. Both the number of

tankers (13) and the production of oil in Valdez (1,2000,000 bAriels

per.day).will be increased in subsequent phases.

There will be storage capacity to serve as buffers in the pro

duction'and'distribution process. The storage tanks will, be located

at Valdez as weld as at the three west coast ports. This marine

link is illustrated in Figure I.

Using more timely satellite forecasts may impact on the

operation of this link"in several ways. An accurate weather and

*This appendix is based a work done by William E. Steele, ECON, Inc., for the
National Aeronautics and SpacCA -nistration. .
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Figure I Overview of AlaskaniOil Marine Link

ocean conditions forecast may prevent a ship from .leaving. port

and sailing into*a storm. The tanker can remain in port if the
-

storm is brief and intense or it can sail out and make ari imme-

diate diversion toavoid the storm. A'ship in stormy weather
.

must cut its speed, sometimes' by as much as fifty percent. In

addition to the time logs, *tire probability of damage, loss of

life and oil spill through grounding or collision inpreases.

Also, when a ship ia at sea, a timely and accurate

weather and ocean conditionseforecastlirmay permit alternatives

62
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Pa,

in routing that will enable it to by-pass the storm. This maneu-
.

ver is somewhat limited on the Alaskan run. The basic route hugs

the coast and adjustments can only be made by heading out to sea.

-There is, thus; little if any time sav,ing by this particular

action. But, of course,' thg weather damage of the storm is still

avoided in this instance. In addition to this maneuver, if con-

ditions are 'improving, thectanker may be sent on a more

direct route which was initially stormy. This gains time and

fuel and avoids weather damage. Thus, the benefits of routing are

threefold. First, it saves time and the operating costs associated

with the time saving, principally labor costs. second, it saves
4

fuel because the tankers spend less time at sea and maintain a

more steady and efficient speed during that tme. 'And third,

it lessens weather.damAge.

Besides better weather and-ocean conditions forecasts,

the oil shipment costs will be affected by the utilization of

the various type tankers to the different ports. This is because

the tanker types vary in their cost of delivery per barrel and

because the ports are not equidistant. It was necessary that any'

benefits model be'able to distinguish between cost savings arising

from better weather forecasts or from better utilization.

A mathematical model was 'developed to permit analystisodf

the utilization problem and to .allow for the impact of better

weather and ocean-conditions information. By a systematic

\
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simulation procedure with the model it has possible to separate

the influences Of utilization from weather forecasting. The-..

4 model was,kept general enowiti to aRply,to any marine transport

link system with ,one origin, multiple destinations, a.dedicated

fleet of ships of varying capacities, and storage capability at

the origin and'destinations.

II. The Model

The basic cost parameter on which the model is built is

,, the cost of shipment per barrel. The cost of shipping a barrel,

"'of oil depends on toe size of the tanker, the time of the year,

and the port of destination to which it is to be shipped. This

'may be expresded as

a = ai. X:
.ijk jk .j

%

- .

where

a = cost of shipping one barrel of Oil WbarrelY
Sf

A the capacity of the tanker (barrels/shipload)
,

= cost of a full tanker delivery ($/shipload)
-

i = time period

.j'=.tanker type

k = destination

which is the cost of shipping one shipload of 041 in period i by

0tanker type j to destination k.

If satellite inforMation4roves beheficial, p'percentage

decreasA it any period i in tild-costQofshipPing*.a barrel of oil

.0

.

13,4



of the magnitude of
i
should be expected. .Multiplying both

sides by (1-6 ) we-get the new cost of a full tanker delivery

. as I

(14 ) a
ijk

.

Besides this cost of delivering a tanker, filled with oil,

the tarine decision must consider the stoxage capacity and the

associated costs at both ends of the marine link. For example,:

if costs of shipping are expected to be especially.high in the

next period due to bad ocean conditions, shipments in that period

may be suspended in favor of increased shipments in the

present period, increased storage at the destination in the

given periied and increased shipments in the subsequent run. In

general, trade-off can be made amongst shipilents, storage at the

origin and storage, at the destination and among the various size
.

tankers. For the sake of simplicity it4Will be assumed that

there is not significant oscillation in the storage of oil

in a single time period. Storage either increases or decreases

linearly in a given period,. Further, it is assumed that- thete

is a part of the, operating cost of the storage operation which

is linearly proportional to the amount of oil in storage. This

leads to a.cost mini tion objective function-of -elie form

t m n
C=E E E (1-6i) cLij .Z Si Yi

1i=1 j=1 k=1 =1
2

t n

i=1.k=1
7""-Yik (Zik Zi71,k)

2

Z E 6

A

B.S.
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where .
.

o s .

C = total `Cost Of marine link for period 1 to t
($/peridds Via t)- ' -

t .. .

: X
ijk = number-of shiploads ineperiod i of tanker type

.

.

j.shipped to destination )c,.(# of shiploads/period).
0

Y. = number of barrels of oil in.storage at the end
of period i at the origin (barrels)

$
i
= cost of storing one barrel beer peiod .at the
origin ($ per barrel/p6ribd)

y
ik = cost of stoSing one barrel over period i at

destination k ($ per barrel/period)

t = number of periods Of analysis

m = number of types of tankers, classified by
capacity

n = number of destinations
. .

subject to all X, Y, and Z > 0.

It flight be noted that X, Y, and Z are net expressed in

the'sam'elbasic unit, i.e7, a barrel, Since xpressIng X in

barrels does not givetheaningful figures, the barrel capacity per

shipload, A,'was separated from the number of shiploads, X, as

'indicated above. The variable X is interpreted as the number

of shiploads hereafter. The same procedure must be observed in

the constraints when expressing barifeVsbA,pped. There are five
.14

,sets of constraints.to be imposed. These apply to production,

requirements, shipping, storage at the origin, and storage at
\ ..

the destinatio n.

The amount produced each period.',Os.t either be
1-

s i ped
,

\

. .

out or added to the storage oaf the previdus perioi
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or

c

m n ,

') = P
i

for all i
j k. j

1 1-1

i)

for 11 i
m n

1-1 2.

j k J
. .

t

(1.2) .

r,

P A number of barrels produced in period i (barrels/
period)

The amount required,at each,destination each period must

be obtained from what was shipped that period or by
J

on storage.

m
E zXiA.

3 jk
+

><
- Zik-,7 Rilt "for all i .(1.3)

ing down

where .

. ..,)

.

ttite= number of barrels.

.

'

required in pbriod i in
destination k.(barrelstperiod)

.,,

Another constraint which must be imppsed is that the
1

's
q 4

.

x
.number of trips which aan be.made by a given f.,Aeet s limited,

4

essentially by the fin -its speed of the 'ships.' Suppose the
Cijk

,/is the Maximum number of trips which can be 'made by all tankers
.

,,

.%in class j.to destination k in period i, as,Ruming that the tankers

Y.

experience average- delays .due to weather. FuAher, define:_

,sbik F the number of-tankers in class j going .

to k each period. -r

--
d
ik

.= X. the thaxifnum number of trips,whlch can
bs made in period i by any tanker going

.jk to destination k"(tankerb, .regardless ot
size, find it efficient to maintain a speed
of approximately 16 knots). 4

,

- 7

or

4



.

- . .

b. = E b.0 the total number of ships of type j
in ifie tleet-4sum over k) . ,

0

dik = the maximum number of trips which can be made
. by one ship to k with no weather delays in

period i. -
4

. . .0.= 1 -'dik the fractional decrease in number
1

. d. of trips popsible due to' weather
ik ft

delays; assumed independent of
- destination:

..
Clearly, \them-.

X
ilk , ,

-1-

'....- :.,7

,
.

, .

ijk
X
_iih_

. But xiji*c 7 bjkii.... IT;joilc (1-0.), sd that
d jk'. .1

< b (1-0.) .

ik

Summibg over all destidationg, we find thNEinal form of the

o cOnstraint;
n

a
4f

X12a
< (1-0.)

d. 3k=1

Po,T' the stbr age,constraint at.the origin, we have.

A

y .. < Sj.fOr. all .i . '(1..6)i - 1

. - 4 Iwhere
-. -r .,

.

Si = storage capacity at the origin iii period i" .,-,

..) ,\Iba=e1s/rriOd) :

.,
,.

-,.. ,

Initial anri-Tilal yearly. constraints are added to ttkebel ...

. .,
.- .

-_,_-_:.

-storage cionstOints , .....- ..,
. .. .

.,_ .

,..

. I

'Y
o

= S and.Yt
.

SSo
..

=
t

1 . . 'ill ... ,..,,,...........t..

This will add one variable, Y , too the *objective function.
o .. ;..

- --)

. .In 'anal'ogou's` manner, the. o.constraints h Storage atJeach
, L

.

. destination are
\

. ;

z k < D.' for all.ie k-- a
st
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0

where a

D
ik-= storage capacityin period i at destination

k (barrels /period) ;-

When the 'initializing toystraints are, imposed n

variables, Zik, are added to the objective function.

,

Thus, the statement4 the linear programming problem.
. .is compete. The objective function iS (I.1)4with

# of variables ='14-n-ft[14n(14-m)).. and

five sets, of constraints', (1.2)., (1.3);'(1.4), (1.5) and

(1.6) which yield
'

# o,f equations = l+n-i-t(2+2n-t.m)

The number of equations is 4urther restrcted/to be less

than the number This means that:

1

*

n+1
m > 00

n-1
.

m-4-1or m >

Ana4kinally we'must add the non- negativity- constraint;
N./,

a1,1 X, Y, and Z > 0.

a

The full restatement of th4-resultin4 lihear:programming

problem is prqsented in Fables I and

III. Use and Economic Interpretation of the Model .,./.
.

4
The linear rogramming model discussed in the Skious

A

4 e "
_......rim

two sections- enables us to measure the decreased cost of the.
,. .,.

4
.'1

, .

..
. ,N.Alaskan oil marine link,--whene9there is improveA utilization of

I

V
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I

\r.'N ?etas 1 Zussari.of viation*
Alaskan 911 Xelene Link Xodel

s .

t a % t y
C r L......E (1-i

i
) 01,k Xijk ;

V
3 (Y *Y ) * r r2 i i-1 2 '12.:... `1.1.12)

ik i.
1.1 1.1 ti 21 il 1201

i

Sunject to

production 'constraint.

a n o.
.

r x Y 1, fors all" i (1.3)
'al 12.1 3 1" i-1 i i

rcintreients constraints

E VX Z Z I) rick r4-1.k Lk ik for all i. k
2'1

slapping constraints

X

L < (1-8
i

12

'2.1 die..

for,all.f,

.

storage It origin constraints

Y c
i

for all i

storage at destinations constraints

Z... 1 D4 for all L. k

X. Y. Z all > 0, .

of eaaations < I of variables.

I (1.4)

(1.6)

V

C

'

and improved weather forecatting. How doesthi's translate

into benefits? How much of the decrease, in cost is due to

weather for ecasting and how much is .due to better utilization?

This section answers.these questions:
"

Farst,'" we must answer the more b'asic question. What

is the, valul0 the Alaskln oil initially? To answer this we

look atthe supply and demand curves involved. The present,

world supply and demand for oil without Alaska looks something
412
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Table II Definitions for Equatiogs in

Coefficients

i - tine period It - total number of tine periods)

j - tanker type (n - total number of tank5, types)

k - destination (a - total nuober of destinations)

- percentage decrease in cost of shipping a barrel of oil in period i (%)

a cost of full tanker delivery in period i by tanker type j to destlinaMiqp k (S/shipload)
*

Bi - cost of storing one barrel at the origisi over time period i ad per barrel/period)

Yik - cost of storing one barrel at destination, k over tine period i (S per barrel/period)

Xj - therapaEity of tanker type 3 (barrels /shipload)

dik - the

9 - the

maximum =bar of trips which can be made in period i by ore tanker type j (I of trips)

fractional decrease in number of trips, possible due to weather delays in period i

b - the number of type j tankers in the fleet. (s of tankers)

Variables

C - total cost of marine link for periods 1 to t (5)

Xijk - number of ihiploads in period i delivered by tanker typo j to destination k 0 of shiploads)

yi -rnmnber of barrels of oil in storage at the origin at the tad of period i (barrels)

Zik - number of barrels of oil in storage at destination k at the end of period i (barrels)

P1 - number of barrels produced in period i (barrels)

Rik - number of barrels required at destination k in period i ( barre.$)

Si - Storage capacity at the origin in period -tbarrels)

- storage capacity at destination k in period i (barrels)b
Lk

110

like Figure II where So is the world supply curve and Dw Is
o

the world demand curve. 'Before the Alaskan oil is available,
. wthe world price, is P

o and the quantity supplied is q
w

. We are

assuming that the world demand is inelastic and the world supply
----"\

is more elastic as drawn. (The Hudson-Jorgenson model of oil

demand timates the'elasticityiorMemand for oil to' be -.15,

e;'while t 'Erikson-Spann econometric model finds the elasticity

of supply for oil ,to be +.85% See Ade19an [2, p.29 and p. 341

respectively].)
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When Alaskan oil becomes available, it will be available

at a significan 'cly lower price but not in sufficient quantity to

satisfy the U.S. demand. Therefore, the Alaskan oil will be

fully consumed and there will be a corresponding shift downward

in the world demand curve, as pictured above, to D7.%. Since

the Alaskan oil is earmarked for U.S. Markets and since there

will be at least implicit price control, two markets will

develop, ea4h with itspwn supply and demand and price.

In the world market, exclusive of Alaskan oil; the quantity

demanded will drop back by the amount of oil supplied from the

w'
Alaskan fields to a

0
. But at thi,s point the available supply-

exceeds the world demall and there will be some downward pressure

on price, This will in4uce the quantity demanded to increase

w'
beyond q

o
and the dropping price will not draw forth the pre-

vious supply of q
w

. The new equilibrium point will be'price
o

A
p
w
1
and quantity q

1
.

(S/barrel)

0
Sw

Pe WAZ"-Tte",,t1Wri,III
qo

I .,w
1411

(I of barrels)

iqgure II World Supply and Demand for Oil
(Eibruding Alaskan Oily

11.-
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The supply and demand for Alaskan oil-can be

illustrated as in-Figure ITI.

Assuming Ta
1
is themaximum'amount of Alaskan oil,

which can be brought into the U .,S. market frRal Alaska each year

a(i.e., the supply curve becomes vertical-at cy, we would find

that the demand woulebe insatiable, i.e., the demand Curve

would be horizontal as presented.

The consumers were initially

at price.p:. *V.Ip know

a w w
= qo qo

consuming gudntity g:

w'So, the consumers are obtaining gi -
o

extra oil,
w' a w' w w'

[`Iwo go + gl < [go (g1 go ) +g ]

(S /barrel)

a

4

SUPPLY

Pa

I

Figuie III

(# of barrels)

-($/barrel) .
c

Pa
1

DEMAND
11

Da
1

(# of barrels)

Supply and Demand for Alaskan -OA
-.--

/ -.....

w 'aThe consumers are consuming gl and cil at piices pi,
11)

and pl, respectively.
. 1
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A.

.

,

t. In-conclusion, we see the consumers are paying-lower. '

prices and getting more oil. This benefitis represented by
1

the sum of the shaded areas in the two diagrams above and it

is the consumer's surplus. .

We derive this benefit mathematically as follows:,

a
B1 = ql x $(430 - pi.) = A dirgct benefit.

Assuming linear supply and demand curves and .know-

ledge of the elasticity. of supply (Es), elasticity of . ,

w w w a
demand (Ed)' po, go, and q

o

w ...

(from q
w'
= qo - ql) we have two

.o

equations ..

4"
E =
s

.

w
q0 cal

q0 . (

w
Po Pi?'

w
Pa*

O

and

Ed

1

.with two unknowns, pW, qw. Simultaneous
.., 1 .

.;4--

i

0

k

w' , w'
q
o

q
A

w'
clo

w w
P o p1

w
Po

solution of these

two equations yields the equilibrium values

/

.

.

Is

1

Pwl

w =ql

w
Po

wq
o

qw.

*1

1

4-

(E
s

w

o
_ w'

qo

(

Ed

Nt

-

w'
qo -

.

E
d

)

w
E
s

q
0

44

. .

C q c 4
wl

s 0. , d o
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We then have

and

and finally

w w
B
2
= (po -p1) x

o

w'
.= A direct benefit*

w w w w'
B3 = (po-p1) x *.(qi-qo ) x 4P1/2 =:The induced benefit

B = B +B +B =, Total benIfit of Alaskan oil= Sum of
. 1 2 3 shaded area

We have completedour discussion of the benefits.

of Alaskan oil and are now in a position to estimate the impact

of weather forecasting. In general, better weather forecasting

can be expected to increase Bl directly,. but it will .impact on

B
2
and B

3
imperceptibly, We will focus on the increase in B

1

and ignore the negligible changes in B
2
and B

3
:

There are two outputs" from the Linear programting

model which are of particular importance to us.* These art their.:.

total cost, C, and the su m of the reguireilents met in each

E Eperiod i at each port k, 'cu. Both Of these are, a fuiption.

of how weather fbrecasting impacts on the percentage change

in the cost of shipping a. barrel .of oi18, and the peicentage

4change in the number of.trips a given ,type tanker can achieve,.

O. That is

1C = f(6,6)

A
Ek E

R
ik

=,;f(5,0)
i
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In regard to'the
ik ik'

wekshould take note of the

fact that the requirements Met may be less than what is produced

because the shipping capacity is insufficient: In this case,

-additional oil may be supplied to U.S. consumers by 'tile 'use of

satellite weather information to route the tankers, around storms

and high seas. When the shipping capacity.isZaready sufficient
"Nr..

to deliver the full production of,oil, the only tienefit tokbe.

\ *
realized is a decrease in the cost of supplying the oil and in the

subsequent price to the consumer. We may illustrate these two

exhaustive possibilities as in Figure IV.

In case a) thee shipping capacity waalready

sufficient when weather.foiecasting was introduce d, so

the .only impact 4A-0.a lower price for the consumer. In case

. a
b), we see that the stIpply curve was at S3 and the quantity

1 a
delivered to the consumer wAs q3. After weather forecasting

,isis introduced, we move to Sa
4

and q
w and the benefits of extra

..

t

($/barrel)(S /barrel)

0 sl
Po I Po

1

Case a)

t
- A

1
(f of barrf4s) (f of barrels)

43
Case b)

. -

Figure IV Benefit of Satellite Information
on Alaskan Oil Marine Link

76
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A

oil (the vertical shaded area in Figure IV, b) is added to

the benefit of lower cost

In general, the benefit of satellite weather forecasting

on the Alaskan mar.ine link is then'given as

where

4

subject to

B' = (Pa x qa
1. 4 k

q
a

= min-of (ci.

a
, )

1 '3

a
B
1
= (p

o
-

a
(q4 q3

a.

B = 0 cra aa
1 -4 -1

Total Benefit = AB
1 1

Nt

The total benefits were calculate using,equatiom

(1-7)... -.Since some ben-efi-ta-arose- front better ut lization of

AO

MIK

(1.7)

tankers, was necessary to proceed systematical y to isolate

the influence of the satellite. (Note: Fixed xrpi ization refers

to the utilization scheme for tankers defined 1)y. Al eska for
.

-the Department of the Interior [6]. In this scheme, each type'

tanker visits each port a fixed 'number of times each -ar.).

We definetbesfollowing four cost concept
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4

Cost I, C

Cost II, c(i)

Cost III, C(III)

O ,

O

- calculated assuming fixed
utilization and no satellite
weather forecasting. The
baseline case.

- calculated assuming fixed,'
utilization with satelaite,
weather forecasting

- calculated assuming optimal
utilization with no satellite
weather forecating

Cost IV, C(IV) - calculated assuming optimal
utilization with satellite

. . weather forecasting

Since the size of the fleet wt11 be adequate to

transport the full production, the true benefit of satellite

weather forecasting is [C(II)-C(I)] if no optimal utilization

is to be done and the true benefit is '(C(IV)- C(III)] if optimal

utilization will be done. This, assumes tlie cost savings will be

pasged on as lower prices.. Thus'we are using equation (1.7).

IV. The Data and the Results

a

The model problem was solved for three annualopro-

dlictjon levels 7 7-10, 40P, and 240 million bbl/yr. ao
- 4

0.66 million bbl/day, respectively) - the projected annual out-

puts in 1987, 1092, and 1997, Alaskan Oil [3]. HoweVer, the

analysis was conducted by looking at only one quarter of the4-
.

year and-breaking it into 10 day periods. Using such a.time
,

reference was desirable because from an operatioltal point of

view similar weather cond-Ptions come in 5-10 day intervals

rather.than in month to month intervals. Also, the longer the

B-18
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time period considered, the less significant the fixed amount

of storage becomes compared to'thenumber of barrels tobe

shipped. These levels are based on an assumed total reserve in

the, North Slope field of 10 billidiCbarrels and are uncertain

because of uncertainties both in that total reserve and in the

rate of consumption. The study by the Cabinet Task Force on

Oil Import Control.in Alaskan Oil [3] indicates that the field

f "known" reserves will be entirely depleted by the year 2000.

The title scale has, of course, shifted since

Alaskan Oil' was written in 1970. Current indiCktitns are

that production will begin. in 1977 and reach its peak in the

early 80's. The production curves in Alaskan Oil, therefore,'

have been shifted by five years.

The fleeilcomposition in the Department of the

Interior Report [6,p.U] has been adjusted, Present.projectians

iliditcate a_ fleet of- 13, 22, and. 35 tankers in each of three suc-

cessivesphases., In 198S-the operation will be in phase.3 and the

35 tanker-fl-eet will ba b-raken down as fallaws.:

wt. class '1n thousand deaaveight tons 45 60 70 75 80 90 120 130

# of tankers 1 3 02 3 2 2 16. 5

yr.

In the 1990's.when production levels will be

dropping it Vas left to the computer program to eliminate the

appropriatetankers since it is 'obvious that the model Will '44

150

1

L

consistently use the more efficient 'larger tankers when possible
. -

. and will drop from the solution the smallest, tanker when it

becomes expendable.

13-19
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It was assumed that the oil will be. shipped to the
.

three ports 'on the West Coast in the proportions projected by

the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company'(APSC) as quoted in DOS

(5), namely:-

15% to Juan'Ide Fuca
35% to Coos Bay'
50.% to Santa Barbara

10'0% from Vildez
- ,

The possibility of shipping to other points (e.g. Japan, the

East Coast via Panama or the North West Passage) Was ignored.

Since 'industry sources indicate storage capacities ,
o

six to eight days production are desirable, stotAge at the

origin and destinations were assumed-to be seven times the level

of daily throughput.
0

'Valdez - 14 million (100%) = 5

Juan de Fuca - 2.1 million (15%) = Di

Coos'Bey - 4.9 mill'ion (35%) VD
2

Santa Barbara - 7.0 miillon (50%) = D
3

(

.

.

. --, Since'there are antitrust considerations involved

' it was necessary to have the' oil companies pass their estimates
< I .

of the number of tankers they wquld be purchasing through inde-

- pendent auditors who"then indicated only'the sums for the

a

resulting fleet. This means in terms of thig moddl that opti-

mization was done with respect t the whole fleet while individual

oil companies will be optimizing with respect to their portion

of the .fleet. Thus, the benefit rom better )fleet utilizatiOn

lJ 0
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will be greater than what might 'actually,be achieved, -but the

estimate if the extra benefit of satellite o e n condition fore,- .

castiu information, which is what must be quantitified in this
.r

study, will be accurate.

sines taken f

Figure V.

/
The relation between shipp ing costs and vessel

Alaskan Oil [3, p.. 72] are

ss (dwt) Cost '($bb1/103 dales)

50

/0-
100

ioo

%14-.164
to

.10-.il,

.07 -708,

Fitting these by .a polynomial /we get the c rve in

Since these were.world tanker prices they must be

doubled as recommended in\the reference to reflect the fact

that only American ships'will be used. Also, slue these were
.

1969 prices they must be inflated to 1974 pfices. The infla-

tion factor used was 45.6%, derived from the composite index of

. "construc tion costs inn, the- U.S. Departmett of Comlerce,'s.Survey of

Current Business. (The cost of the tankers' construction is more
,

than SO% of ,all costs in the long run, see [6, pp. 5 -7).) 4

It was further assumed tirat the shipping costs

would vary from period to period in roughly the same propbrtion

as' the average trip time to Juan de Fuca in eall month as deter-
.

mined by ODS [4, p. 12). The costs, therefore, ranged between

5% above and 4% below.,the yearly avelge.coste (This is a con-

servative range since the weather variation betWeen ten day
1 -

periods will be larger than the average vadiation from mphth

81
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4

-
to month.), The assumption dlso overcomes the -problep_of

represenjtative weather figures for the'year wherothe analysis

,

is only done for lone quarterpf the year.

0 Since the Operating costs of increasing pf decreas-

ing the barrels of oil irk storage '"wale found to be. negligible

(these were assumed, to be zero. Ohilethe model could-be adapted
4 -

to addressing the question of the optimum storage capacity
' '

investment, this, was not done-.. It was assumed that the industry.
,- .

,

estimates given were fixectr. -
N \.....

. , 4 '''' ";d. O. L/' '

For the shipping capacity consint itn.16.0Rnots -

I . . i',/' ,.,..--,
,4,.. ,L -

thespeed of the modal ship in the f4.eet, ,12.0.Wdvit tanker, was
- ._,-- i

1 .,
,,,,.

used to caldulate round trips. Assuming 345 days runping time -9 '.

. ,

, N,
1 and 21 daysper year for routine maintenance and repair,-23 hours

_/ -

for turnaround time d 1,212 mills to'Juat ft>'Fuci.,,'-'we

, ..... i

,

., Q.:, -

get a maximum
c

.
. .-346 $f 24

2 11,212/16.0) -1-,23 .

47 45 round trip,Or year'
_

. .

,

. .

or 11.9 round trips per quarter.ofthe year/pexoship.
.,.

! ,
,

..

rt is assumed brthe model Vhat_the Maximum round:
\; ,:14, -,,

%.

. . .. ,

trips.to the other two destinations are lesa in proportion to
..

.
. -

. . 1
'

the distances (which were 1,452 and 2,028 miUs
4

respectively).
U . 0

)

The fleet can be expected to make 34.6 round/ trips maximum' per
, $ .

''\

.

,)
ship over one ,year using the weighted distance to the three

6 ,

.ports according to Ocean Data Systems assumptiAn 141. OVS?er-' ,;

/ ,..,- . \- .Q
r

formed a computer simulation which'ased tankeraveither. log data
° . v 6* ,.:1

fiom 1948- to the present and varied the speed'scaf the tankers ,in.
. i . Q, .) '-

--.

accdrdice with the.weither conditions reported in the log'-and -

1 %,
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st-

,

I

found that'the weather simulated delays permitted only 29.2

round t2d,ips (4). HoWever, this 15% loss cannot be'ful/yf

wa-

avoided. because there will be bad weather at all points' along
. ,. ,

4--. ,

the route occasionall. Thus1the maximum saving
.

possible'
.

-

.

. .

towas assumed conservatjveiy o be.12% fi.e., 0,. .12 as an upper
Aa

bound) br'4.4 round ttips. - ./ .

%. . .
.

Folibi3ing the estimate of OD'S, it was assumed that
J,

ti.m4achievelle gain in shipping capacity aue to satellite in-
,

formation Was 50% (0 = .06) of the total potential capadit

,gain, i.e., 2-.2 round trips,saving was used.

.155

f
er. .11135

.

0 ' tvZ
.115

000
.095'

r f0 .44

a

A a . 075
CO

5.2

Function defining curve:
10 , 200

CoSt = .03 +Size Size?

51) 100 15

Sic Tanker (dwt')

Figure:IT

4200

Cost of Trapsporting Jail on Alaskan
Marine sink (f969 Dollars)

.
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Using the cost figures' in section .5.1 of [5] for

the 120K dwt tanker, the time loss o 12% (6% when using satellite

information), the assumption that self, insurance is equal to
. . /..

paid premiums: And the assumption that 30'% of all damageds

weathdr related, we get a maximum potential cost saving (6) of

Amortization 58.0

Other Operating Costs 33.8 x .12 = 4.06%

- Asurante' 9.2 3c .12 x .30 = 0.33%

100.0 4.39%

approximately 4.4% (6 = .044).at maXimum.

It-is assumed only half of.this,..al'so, may be captured. There-

fore, 6 = .022 when satellite informatiOn is ?med.

The simulation procedure of estimating the yearly

benefit as [C(IV)- C(III)), as presented in the pilevious

section, was followed. The undiscounted results ard presented

in Table III.
-ANL.

Its assumed that benefits could' be fully-

0P.

captwred beginning 'in SEASAT'S first full opezatdon xear (1985)

due to the unusual set of 'factors -which favors this:.

4 all U.S. shipssrequired by JoneS.Law

.6 glose_government supervj.siZ and poSsible
regulltion

a weather routing procedure already in
opei'ation today

' environmental concern

B -24
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.

A

T41 333 Non.111 A. 1..ta 033 Parsr.c Ltf
II fo7337..s 1.4141

1,117 3N12.. 1.3f7

k

c,..# Lay
hwi

34.3, 4.5 .2.9 -310.2

6
C (2111 - No 4.434.331Cr lvt

optimal ...)...
&AO :90 10 112 43

.311144tter 4111,

( 2 4') . Vac. of satellite 353.20 .104..00 3 5.4

sad optimal tnke:
111!11 taboo6r

The program was solved for 1987, 1993, and 1997
.

and the rest of the figkires were ir4erpolated or extrapolated

frotese,.
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